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Section 1
Introduction

1.1 Overview
The United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Little Rock District is proposing to revise the Bull Shoals
Lake Master Plan. The Master Plan (MP) guides the management of the government owned and leased
lands. The MP affects future management of natural resources and recreational opportunities to ensure
the sustainability of Bull Shoals Lake.

The MP revision will set the stage for a later update of the Shoreline Management Plan (SMP), which is
how the vision of the MP is implemented. The MP is the guidance document that describes how the
resources of the lake will be managed in the future and provides the vision for how the lake should look in
the future. The MP does not address the details of how and where shoreline use permits may be issued.
After the MP is revised and when funding becomes available, the Operational Management Plan (OMP)
and SMP for the lake would be revised to be consistent with the goals identified in the MP.

The current Bull Shoals Lake MP was developed nearly 40 years ago, and original estimates of future
population and land use do not align with current demographics. For example, the current MP estimated
that the lake would see approximately 11.23 million visitors annually by the year 2000; however, current
visitation for recreational activities was only 2.6 million visitors annually in 2012. The MP revision will
classify the government lands around the lake based on environmental and socioeconomic considerations,
public input, and an evaluation of past, present, and forecasted trends.

USACE Engineer Regulation (ER) and Engineer Pamphlet (EP) 1130 2 550 with Change 7 and Change 5,
respectively, dated January 30, 2013, establish guidance for developing MPs and OMPs for USACE Civil
Works projects. MPs are required for fee owned lands, in addition to civil works projects, for which USACE
has administrative responsibility for management of natural and manmade resources. The primary goals of
an MP are to “prescribe an overall land use management plan, resource objectives, and associated design
and management concepts” (EP 1130 2 550). MPs are reviewed every 5 years, and minor changes are
made through supplements. An MP that has been excessively supplemented, is out of date, or does not
serve its intended purpose due to changes in the project should be revised.

USACE has prepared a draft environmental assessment (EA) in compliance with the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 (as amended), the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) guidelines (40 Code of
Federal Regulations [CFR] Parts 1500 1508), and ER 200 2 2 Procedures for Implementing NEPA. The EA
evaluates the potential environmental effects of the MP revisions. An environmental impact statement
(EIS) would be prepared only if significant environmental effects that are identified during preparation of
the EA could result from the MP revisions.

1.2 Purpose and Need for Master Plan Revision
The purpose of the project is to review and revise the Bull Shoals Lake MP. The last revision took place in
1975. Updating the MP is now required for the following reasons:
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The current plan was developed in 1975

Customer uses have remained similar, but trends and facility and service demands have shifted in
the past 40 years

Bull Shoals Lake is an alternative recreational and natural resource experience for visitors to the
White River watershed projects

To align with current Corps policies/regulations

Use of new technology and maps for greater accuracy and efficiency

Respond to changing land usage

Balance resources with partner and stakeholder interests

Proactively prepare for resource demands

Sustainably manage the lake’s resources for future generations

As described in Engineering Pamphlet (EP) 1130 2 550, the national goals for MPs are:

GOAL A. Provide the best management practices to respond to regional needs, resource capabilities
and suitabilities, and expressed public interests consistent with authorized project purposes.

GOAL B. Protect and manage project natural and cultural resources through sustainable
environmental stewardship programs.

GOAL C. Provide public outdoor recreation opportunities that support project purposes and public
demands created by the project itself while sustaining project natural resources.

GOAL D. Recognize the particular qualities, characteristics, and potentials of the project.

GOAL E. Provide consistency and compatibility with national objectives and other State and regional
goals and programs.

1.3 Project Area
The Bull Shoals Lake is located within Southern Missouri (Taney and Ozark counties) and Northern Arkansas
(Boone, Marion, and Baxter counties) on the White River and was authorized by the Flood Control Act of
June 28, 1938. Bull Shoals Lake was authorized for five missions: flood risk management, generation of
hydroelectric power, recreational opportunities, fish and wildlife, and storage to provide water supply
(municipal and industrial water supply). Bull Shoals also provides water for “minimum flows” as directed by
law (Section 132 of the Fiscal Year 2006 Energy and Water Resources Development Act, Public Law [P.L.]
109 103). The project area encompasses about 104,640 acres of land and water, with 957 miles of
boundary line.

The lake provides many recreational opportunities, along with fish and wildlife habitat. With its clear, deep
waters, Bull Shoals Lake is especially popular for fishing and scuba diving. There are 24 public use areas
around Bull Shoals Lake. There are nine parks on the lake presently operated by USACE. Four parks
(Woodard, Lowery, Spring Creek, and Dam Site parks) are temporarily closed and have been reduced to
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lake access only. One State Park (Bull Shoals White River State Park) is located on Bull Shoals Lake and the
White River and is operated by the Arkansas Department of Parks and Tourism. Three parks (Bull Shoals,
Ozark Isle, and Pontiac) are operated by commercial concessionaires. One park (Point Return) is operated
by the City of Bull Shoals, Arkansas. One park (Shadow Rock) is operated by the City of Forsyth, Missouri.
Two parks (Highway K and Kissee Mills) are operated by Taney County, Missouri. One park (Lead Hill City
Park) is operated by the City of Lead Hill. One park (Shoal Creek) is operated by the City of Protem. One
park (Danuser City Park) is operated by the City of Bull Shoals. USACE lands around the lake also provide for
other popular recreational activities, including hiking, hunting, swimming, and picnicking.

During high water events and flood periods, Bull Shoals Lake is operated in conjunction with other lakes in
the White River Basin to reduce the risk of flood damage along the White and lower Mississippi Rivers. The
dam also generates electricity.

1.4 Purpose of this Report
The following report summarizes the public participation process for, and the public comments resulting
from, the Bull Shoals Lake MP Revision draft plan release open houses and comment period. The draft
release open house workshops were held in August 2015 and the public comment period ran from July 27
to September 11, 2015.
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Section 2
Draft Plan Release Process

2.1 Overview
In accordance with NEPA and ER 200 2 2, USACE initiated the environmental compliance and review
process for the Bull Shoals Lake MP revision project. A Draft EA was prepared to identify potential direct,
indirect, and cumulative impacts related to implementation of the MP.

As part of the draft plan release phase of the environmental process, five open houses were hosted on
August 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, 2015 to gather comments on the draft revised MP and the draft EA. The open
houses also gave the public an opportunity to learn about the alternatives and provide input on the draft
MP and EA.

Open house attendees were provided a comment card that asked for responses to specific questions in
addition to providing general comments about the plan and the environmental review. The specific
questions included:

What alternative best encompasses your vision for the future of Bull Shoals Lake?

What, if any, changes would you like to see to this alternative?

USACE published notice of the open houses through an email blast, a direct mail postcard, press releases,
display ads in several regional and local papers, and announcements on the Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan
webpage and the Little Rock District Facebook page. The postcard notice and email blast were sent to
landowners adjacent to USACE owned lands around the lake, holders of White River Border Lake fishing
permits purchased in Missouri, dock permit holders, marina and resort owners, dock builders, and those
with reservations to camp at Bull Shoals Lake campgrounds. Postcards were sent to those for whom only a
postal address was available; all others received the email blast. Flyers were posted on bulletin boards at
campgrounds and recreational facilities throughout the lake. Agency coordination letters were sent to
potentially interested agencies.

The comment period was held from July 27 to September 11, 2015.

2.2 Public Open houses
Notification of the draft review comment period and open houses was completed via several forms of
media as described further in this section. Five open houses were held as described in Section 2.3.3.

2.2.1 Notification Database 
USACE maintains a database of stakeholder groups interested in activities around Bull Shoals Lake, which
includes resort and marina owners. Other databases maintained by USACE include shoreline use permit
holders, boat slip owners, and dock builders. In addition, USACE developed lists of adjacent property
owners based on the databases maintained by the county assessors of the surrounding counties. USACE
also compiled a list of parties who had made campground reservations through the National Recreation
Reservation Service (NRRS) for camping trips at Bull Shoals Lake during the 2012 through mid 2014
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seasons. Finally, USACE obtained the database of White River Border Lake fishing permits sold in Missouri
between 2012 and 2014. These combined databases included 3,816 email addresses and 23,755 postal
addresses.

2.2.2 Public Notification Activities 
Invitations to the open houses were mailed directly to people and organizations on the Bull Shoals MP
mailing list, and e blast invitations were sent to persons and organizations where email addresses were
available. Newspaper display ads were placed in five local and regional papers. Additionally, a Bull Shoals
MP web page was developed to provide project information and pertinent information about the open
houses. Facebook was also used to distribute project information before, during, and after the open
houses.

Each notification medium was assigned a unique short uniform resource locator (URL) to direct recipients
to the Bull Shoals MP webpage for more information. This allowed USACE to track how people heard about
the open houses and the master planning process and evaluate the effectiveness of various notification
methods for future projects.

2.2.2.1 Direct Mail Notification 
On July 20, 2015, 23,755 postcards were mailed to those listed in the notification database without email
addresses. The distribution of postcard recipients is illustrated in Figure 2 1 by zip code.

The postcard notification included information on the five open houses locations and dates, how to provide
comments, the comment period closing date, and the Bull Shoals MP web address. The direct mail postcard
is included in Appendix A. The postcard generated 365 visits to the Bull Shoals MP webpage during the
comment period.

2.2.2.2 E mail Notification 
An invitation e mail blast was sent on July 27, 2015, to approximately 3,816 email addresses. These emails
were sent to those in the notification database for whom email addresses were available. The information
in the email blast was the same as the information on the postcard notification. The email blast generated
320 visits to the Bull Shoals MP webpage during the comment period.

2.2.2.3 Newspaper Advertisements 
To invite the public to the open houses and notify people about the comment period, display
advertisements were placed in regional and local newspapers around Bull Shoals Lake. Newspaper display
ad placement was coordinated through the Arkansas Press Services, Inc., which works with all of the local
and regional papers. Display ads ran for one day each. The display ads included the same information as
was included on the direct mail postcards, and copies of the published ads are included in Appendix A.
Newspaper display ads and the press release resulted in 174 visits to the Bull Shoals MP webpage during
the comment period.
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Figure 2 1. Distribution of Postcard Notification by Zip Code 
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Newspaper display ads ran in the following papers and dates:

Forsyth Taney County Times on July 22

Gainesville Ozark County Times on July 22

Harrison Daily Times on July 22

Mountain Home Baxter Bulletin on July 22

Flippin Mountaineer Echo on July 23

2.2.2.4 Bull Shoals MP Webpage 
A webpage, http://www.swl.usace.army.mil/Missions/Planning/BullShoalsLakeMasterPlan
Revision.aspx, was developed for the MP revision project. The site included information about Bull Shoals
Lake, the MP revision process, and the Revised Draft MP and Draft EA. Information on the site included the
dates and locations of the open houses, how to submit comments, and who to contact for more
information. The website also contained an online interactive map, an introductory video, an online
comment form, the Master Plan revision timeline, and the open house information boards.

Short URLs or specific web addresses were developed for each notification method (e.g., postcard, email),
which made it easier for the public to access the webpage and also allowed USACE to evaluate the
effectiveness of each notification method. Between July 20 and October 5, 2015, 3,696 people visited the
Bull Shoals MP webpage.

2.2.2.5 Social Media 
Facebook page was used to distribute project information. Facebook posts included information similar to
that found on the Bull Shoals MP webpage. Four posts about the project were targeted to 18 to 65+ year
olds as well as the five counties that border the lake. The first post reached 6,680 users in the target
demographic, the second post reached 5,853 users, the third post reached 5,796 users, and the fourth post
reached 3,103 users. Social media posts generated 2,743 visits to the Bull Shoals MP webpage during the
comment period.

In addition, during the week of the open houses, the Facebook page was updated with daily status reports,
photos, and information from the open houses.

2.2.2.6 Other Notification Activities 
In order to maximize the coverage of the outreach effort for the open houses, a media release was sent to
local media outlets using the Southwestern Division, Little Rock District, Mountain Home Media
distribution list on July 27, 2015. Copies of the press releases are in Appendix A, and copies of the media
coverage are in Appendix F. Media coverage of the open houses and the opportunity to comment on the
draft plan and draft EA was provided by The Fishing Wire, Ozark County Times, Taney County Times, Baxter
County Bulletin, Hometown Daily News.com (Branson), and local news stations, KSPR (Springfield, MO) and
KOLR 10 (Appendix F).

2.2.2.7 Webpage Statistics 
Each type of media notification (e.g., display ads, postcard, email, Facebook page, etc.) provided a different
URL or specific web addresses to the Bull Shoals MP webpage. This was done in order to gather
information on how people found out about and accessed the Bull Shoals MP webpage. The following is a
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list of the number of people who accessed the webpage organized by the media notification web address
used. In total, the specific short web addresses were used 3,969 times.

News release and newspaper display ads: 174

Email blast: 320

Postcard notification: 365

Social media (Facebook): 2,743

Agency letter: 9

Comment cards and poster boards used in the open houses: 85

2.3.3 Public Open houses 
USACE hosted five open houses to gather input on the Draft Revised MP and the Draft EA. Open houses
were scheduled in compliance with NEPA guidelines, and locations were selected to reflect equitable
geographic coverage. Meeting locations were all within the project area and a meeting was held in all five
counties adjacent to the lake. Locations were also all Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) compliant. The
open houses were held in the middle of the public comment period. To provide the greatest opportunity
for community participation, open houses were held in both Missouri and Arkansas on different days of the
week, with four open houses in the evenings on weekdays and one open house on a Saturday
morning/afternoon.

A total of 563 people signed in at the five open houses (Figure 2 2 and Figure 2 3). A total of 89 comment
cards were returned at the open houses, and 3 people spoke to the court reporters that were available to
take oral comments. An additional 171 comment submittals were received via letters, email, and mailed
comment cards by the close of the public comment period. In total, approximately 263 comment
submittals from members of the public and 6 letters from agencies were received by the end of the
comment period.

Open house 1: Flippin 
Tuesday, August 4, 2015
4:00 to 7:00 p.m.
Flippin Middle School
308 North 1st St.
Flippin, Arkansas
Attendees: 130 signed in
Comments: 16 comment cards or letters were submitted at the open house

Open house 2: Forsyth 
Wednesday, August 5, 2015
4:00 to 7:00 p.m.
Forsyth Public School
178 Panther Rd.
Forsyth, Missouri
Attendees: 88 signed in
Comments: 15 comment cards or letters were submitted at the open house
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Open house 3: Theodosia 
Thursday, August 6, 2015
4:00 to 7:00 p.m.
Lutie School
5802 U.S. HWY 160
Theodosia, Missouri
Attendees: 184 signed in
Comments: 32 comment cards or letters were submitted at the open house

Open house 4: Mountain Home 
Friday, August 7, 2015
4:00 to 7:00 p.m.
Arkansas State University
1600 S. College St.
Mountain Home, Arkansas
Attendees: 100 signed in
Comments: 18 comment cards or letters were submitted at the open house

Open house 5: Harrison 
Saturday, August 8, 2015
9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
North Arkansas Community College
303 N. Main
Harrison, Arkansas
Attendees: 61 signed in
Comments: 8 comment cards or letters were submitted at the open house

Figure 2 2 Interactive Map at the Mountain Home Open house 
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Figure 2 3 Forsyth Open house 

2.3.3.1 Public Open house Format 
The purpose of the public open houses was to present the four alternatives and get feedback on the Draft
Revised MP and the Draft EA (Figure 2 4). A short video on Bull Shoals Lake, the MP revision process, and
land classification categories ran continuously during the open house. During the open houses, participants
had the opportunity to view project display boards and ask questions or raise concerns directly to project
team members stationed around the room. Two computers were set up during the open houses with links
to the online interactive map of the lake and the alternative land classifications to facilitate responses to
questions about the lake and MP revision (Figure 2 5).

Written comments were collected at each open house in the form of the comment cards and also were
accepted by mail, fax, and e mail after the open houses until the close of the comment period on
September 11, 2015.
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Figure 2 4. Flippin Open house 

2.3.3.2 Public Open house Materials 
Each open house attendee was offered a two page fact sheet (Appendix B) and a comment card (Appendix
B). The fact sheet provided a brief overview and comparison of the four alternatives. The comment card
included information on how to comment and allowed attendees to either submit written comments at the
open house or to mail them in after the open houses. The comment card was designed as a self mailer so
that individuals could easily mail comments to USACE if they needed more time to develop their comments
after attending the public open houses.

Several display boards were developed and used during the public open houses. The boards provided
information on the MP revision process, the alternatives, and provided a backdrop for one on one
question and answers with USACE staff. The boards included:

Welcome to the Open House

How to Comment

Court Reporter

Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Environmental Assessment

Why Revise the Master Plan?
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Master Plan Process

Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision Timeline

Open house Notification Post Card Mailing List Distribution

Alternative 1 and Alternative 2

Alternative 3 and Alternative 4

Land Classifications by Alternative

Potential Development

Comparison of Alternatives 1 and 2

Comparison of Alternatives 2 and 3

Proposed and Existing Launch Access

Bull Shoals Lake Recreation Areas

Description of Land Classifications

Map Sheet Index

Alternative Two Moderate Conservation Preferred Land Classifications 1 31

The exhibit boards are included in Appendix C.

2.4 Comments Received
The public comment period was held from July 27, 2015 to September 11, 2015, which provided a 47 day
comment period. All interested persons were provided opportunities to submit written comments at the
five open houses as well as via email, fax, or mail. Persons attending an open house could also provide
verbal comments by speaking to a court reporter. The comment cards distributed at the public open
houses were designed to facilitate return of written comments either at the public open house or via mail
later during the public comment period. Email comments could be sent to a project specific email address,
which was included on the Bull Shoals MP webpage as well as on all of the notice materials distributed.
Many open house participants took multiple comment cards to distribute to friends and family who were
not able to attend an open house in person.

In total, approximately 263 comment submittals (letters, emails, comment cards, or oral comments) from
members of the public and six comment submittals from agencies were received by the end of the
comment period. Copies of all of the public comments submitted during the comment period are included
in Appendix D. Copies of agency submittals are included in Appendix E.
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Section 3
Summary of Comments

3.1 Introduction
USACE accepted comments on the Bull Shoals Lake MP Revision throughout the entire comment period
from July 27 through September 11, 2015. Agencies, community groups, members of the public, and other
interested parties submitted 263 letters, e mails, comment cards, and faxes during this period. The
summary table (Table 3 1) provides a tally of the topics discussed in the comments.

It should be noted that the combined numbers of comments listed in the following subsections and the
summary table will be greater than the total number of comment submissions because most people
discussed multiple topics in their submission. Topics covered in the comments included general comments
about the plan and the environmental review as well as which alternative the commenter prefers.

This section contains a summary of comments received during the comment period. The actual comments
may be found in Appendices D and E.

3.2 Summary of Comments
All comments were reviewed and categorized. The full text of each comment is included in Appendices D
(public comments) and E (agency comments).

Table 3 1 provides a summary of the comments received during the comment period. While this table does
not include every comment received, it provides a general summary of the topics most frequently
submitted during the comment period. The full text of all written comments submitted by members of the
public or stakeholder organizations is provided in Appendix D. Agency comments are included in
Appendix E.

Table 3 1. Summary of Comments Received 

Alternative
Preference

Alternative 1 (42) Alternative 3 (19)
Alternative 2 (128) Alternative 4 (27)

Other Topics

Clean Water/Water Quality (20) Natural Lake/Shoreline (35)
Shoreline Permits/Boat Docks (38) Boat Ramps (27)
Access to the Lake (10) Water Level (22)
Amenities (14) Development (25)
Camping (6) Hunting/Fishing (20)
Wild Life Management Areas (6) Recreational Uses/Tourism (22)
Funding/Implementation (3) Location Specific Request (51)
Enforcement (7)
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3.2.1 Alternative Preference Comments 
Of the comments received that expressed a preference for a particular alternative, 59 percent were in
favor of Alternative 2. When this alternative was specified, comments frequently cited a desire to protect
the natural beauty and shoreline of the lake (13 comments). Example comments include "Bull Shoals Lake
and White River are beautiful resources that should be preserved" and "The most important issue, in my
mind, is preservation of the Lake and its lands to be enjoyed by future generations." Twelve comments
were received citing development as a reason to support Alternative 2; 11 of which indicated that
development should be restricted to keep the Lake as is it today. Examples of these comments are "Do not
make Bull Shoals into a "Table Rock" or a "Lake of the Ozarks!", "Keep it the way it is", "Zero new
development around lake shores" and “do not need additional commercial property or marinas.” One
commenter who indicated a preference for Alternative 2 did suggest that more development should be
allowed. In terms of how Alternative 2 addresses shoreline management, there were 13 comments
received that were fairly equally split between those that indicated more boat docks should be allowed and
those that indicated that the shoreline should be keep intact.

Minor comments in relation to Alternative 2 were also received. Additional amenities were mentioned
nine times, such as the need for mooring balls, hiking trails, camping areas, dumping areas, beaches, and
the high water amenities. Eight comments were received to improve/increase the recreational and tourist
based uses of the lake. Boat ramps, especially related to high water levels, were mentioned seven times,
with commenters noting that high water has impaired the use of boat ramp access areas, parking lots, and
launch sites. Hunting and fishing improvements and/or changes were noted, with five comments in total
that indicated (more) habitat should be provided for dove and duck hunting, only bow hunting should be
allowed in low density and environmentally sensitive areas and areas that are close to homes, and that
wildlife management areas should be increased. Five comments were received that indicated water
quality as a concern. One commenter indicated that the Lake is a valuable fresh water drinking source
while another noted eradication of zebra mussels and minimizing cattle pollution were important concerns.
Four comments were received noting the importance of additional campgrounds, especially high water
camping areas.

The remaining comments were 20 percent in favor of Alternative 1, 13 percent in favor of Alternative 4,
and 8 percent in favor of Alternative 3. For those indicating a preference for Alternative 1, there was not a
great deal of explanation provided, and those commenters mostly indicated that no or little change is
needed. A few commented that more docks are needed, while one indicated no more private docks should
be allowed. Several comments were received indicating concern about high waters, especially as it
pertains to lake access via private boat docks and public launch ramps. One comment was received in
support of more primitive camping sites. Four comments indicated that the healthy ecology around the
lake should be maintained.

Comments associated with Alternative 4 mostly noted that the current state of Bull Shoals Lake should be
maintained to preserve the natural beauty and wilderness of the area. Five comments indicated that no
new development should be allowed, and one comment noted that there should be a reduction in high
density recreation areas on the lake. As with comments received in support of the other alternatives,
individuals supporting Alternative 4 expressed concerns with high water elevations, especially for launch
sites.
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Of the comments received from those showing a preference for Alternative 3, most indicated the need for
additional boat docks and low density classification, such as the comment “Everyone wants to keep the
Lake as a clean water source, recreational area, and preserve the natural beauty of the lake and shorelines.
My fear is that the changes proposed serve to keep the lake wide open and completely natural for weekend
visitors, while further limiting the lake access and potential boat dock placement of the people that live
near the lake expressly for the lake.” Three comments were received indicating that additional launch
ramps are needed. A couple of comments were noted in support of additional recreational and tourist
opportunities, additional amenities, and the desire to maintain water quality.

3.2.2 Other Topic Comments 
3.2.2.1 Water Quality and Natural Resources 
Comments received related to clean water and water quality cited desires for clean, clear, and pristine
water. Several individuals indicated a desire to maintain a clean source of quality water, such as the
comment, “In a world with diminishing fresh water supplies, preserving this high quality fresh water source
makes economic and common sense.” Four commenters specifically noted a desire to keep the lake as
pristine as possible, with one individual stating he would like to see the lake “even more beautiful and
pristine than it is.” Specific comments related to water quality included concerns from five individuals
regarding control and elimination of zebra mussels. There were also individual comments asking for
additional water quality control measures including placement of garbage cans on boat ramps, regulation
of runoff from adjacent lands, management of streambeds to prevent erosion, and regulation of septic
tanks.

Individuals advocating for a natural lake and shoreline were also in favor of each of the four alternatives,
with the majority favoring Alternatives 2 or 4. Regardless of which alternative was favored, all of these
comments indicated desires for protection of the lake in order to maintain or improve its natural and
pristine environment. Sentiments received included desires to care for the environment and conserve or
make better the present state of “scenic tranquility,” “unspoiled shoreline,” and “peacefulness”. There
were five comments that stated a desire for no new development of any kind on the lake, these comments
included statements such as, “Bull Shoals Lake and the White River are beautiful areas that should be
preserved without further development around them.” However, there were two commenters who felt
that a balance could be established to allow development to improve the economy while still maintaining
the natural environment of the lake. Additionally, four commenters cited a desire to keep the lake natural
while still allowing lake access for adjacent property owners; with two of these individuals indicating a fear
of taking away land designations that currently allow lake access from current property owners. There
were also three commenters that stated a desire to avoid becoming commercialized like Lake of the
Ozarks, Table Rock Lake, and Lake Norfolk.

There were a total of six comments that all stated a desire for increased area for wildlife management.
One commenter specifically felt that some land currently zoned as Environmentally Sensitive should be
changed to allow for additional duck habitat for hunting. Two commenters indicated a desire to change
regulations to allow only bow hunting in low density areas close to the lake and residences.

3.2.2.2 Recreational Access 
On the topic of boat ramps or boat launch areas, most people simply commented that they would like
more of them (11 commenters). One commenter would like the MP to have the flexibility to add more
than the two proposed boat ramps in the future (Nolands and NN CR640). Another commenter felt that
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the proposed boat launches on the Arkansas side of the lake were too close together and that the roads to
the proposed site are not in good condition (e.g. off Highway 125 near Peel). One commenter suggested
creating more turnarounds on Corps land to provide access to the lake and noted that there are no
launches on the Missouri side past Beaver Creek. Another commenter felt that if a boat ramp is added to
the end of MC 8047, the road be improved to allow boat trailer access during bad weather. The K Highway
boat launch was identified as one in need of improvement. Another commenter felt that keeping roads
accessible for launching boats is important, but that the roads do not need to be paved. One commenter
suggested that launch designs account for crowded weekend conditions and inexperienced users.

Several commenters noted that high water levels prevent use of boat launches or make access difficult (11
commenters). One commenter particularly noted the difficulty of accessing the lake during high water in
the Forsyth area. A number of commenters offered specific suggestions for dealing with high water
impacts on boat launch use including:

Open the old Pot Shoals Fish Hatchery as a boat launch area

Add area for launching and trailer parking during high lake levels at 125 Marina.

Build back up facilities 15 to 25 feet higher than the existing launches to keep the lake accessible
during high water (2 commenters).

Construct boat ramps that match the lake levels at Moore Bend (2 commenters)

Add parking and a turnaround at old Highway 14 at West Sugarloaf for small boat access during high
water

The ramp at Dam Site Park was usable during the high water but because it has limited parking it
only provided limited access.

The Bull Shoals/Lakeview area needs an adequate high water launch with ample parking.

Many commenters noted that high water levels make boat ramps, docks, campgrounds unusable and
inaccessible and that recreational activities such as fishing become difficult or impossible (12 commenters).
High water levels that kill trees, which then become hazards that can fall and damage docks was noted as
an issue (2 commenters). One commenter also noted that high water levels impact fish spawning and
wildlife habitat including collared lizards, road runners, and submerge fox dens.

One commenter suggested bringing all lakes up at the same rate to keep recreational access impacts more
equal between lakes on the system. Another suggested that Bull Shoals be drawn down to accept
oncoming water and noted that flooding impacts areas around Bull Shoals, which are just as important as
areas downstream.

Several commenters (3) identified the minimum flows as a compounding factor in the high water levels
leading to a perception of greater damages. Only one commenter supported minimum flows for the trout
fishery benefits.

Several submissions addressed more general access issues. Three commenters would like to see more
access to lake provided by walking paths from homes, with two of these commenters specifying a desire
for the Corps to allow natural stone steps on paths to docks. These surfaces were viewed as safer.
Another commenter noted that maintaining access for seniors is important and that they can’t walk as far.
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One commenter would like to see more lake access on the north side of the lake and would even extend
that to allowing more marinas. Another commenter does not support the practice of gating County roads
and would like access to the lake maintained.

One commenter would like to set up a permanent water ski slalom course and establish “water sport
friendly” zones similar to one at Table Rock Lake. Another suggested a system for allowing temporary
slalom courses for a limited period of time.

A number of commenters recognized the importance of the lake, its natural values, and the recreational
opportunities of boating and fishing in driving the tourism economy of the local area (14 commenters).
Several commenters noted that the area is known for water sports, and that people come to the lake
because it is pristine. One commenter noted An escape from the cities – Priceless. There were differing
perceptions on the health of the tourism economy with some noting that resorts have gone out of business
and some small towns are struggling and others perceive an increase in the number of out of state boaters
using the lake. Some specific suggestions included:

developing more walking trails,

developing canoe and kayaking trails in high density areas,

developing more public swimming areas,

allowing more docks

encouraging more resorts

improving the facilities at Spring Creek and Point 13

supporting minimum flows to maintain the White River’s world class trout fishery (only one
commenter supported minimum flows)

a small to moderate increase in the amount of area available for new development to support and
accommodate the growing population of the Twin Lakes area of a type that would also promote
tourism

Many people commented on the impact that high water has on recreational access and on tourism (11
commenters). One noted that frequent high water generates negative news reports and keeps vacationers
away, which hurts local businesses.

3.2.2.3 Shoreline Development 
The majority of comments related to shoreline development were related to boat docks. A total of 13
commenters expressed a desire for additional boat docks, the majority of which indicated that expansion
of boat dock zoning should be done in a reasonable manner to conserve the natural environment of the
lake. One commenter stated, “We must not kid ourselves into thinking the area will not grow in population
and we must remain flexible and prepared to accommodate these changes in a responsible way.” Two
commenters specifically stated that while moderate expansion of dock permitting would be ideal, the lake
should not resemble Lake of the Ozarks, and another commenter suggested traffic studies prior to granting
additional shoreline permits. There were 4 comments that stated a desire for no additional boat docks,
and one additional comment asking for no additional shoreline permits of any kind.

A major concern regarding shoreline development was in regards to grandfathering docks and shoreline
designations. Several people indicated fears that changing shorelines from low density to environmentally
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sensitive would unfairly penalize property owners who had planned to build boat docks in the future (6
commenters). Similarly, there were many concerns regarding the status of current boat docks in areas
changed from low density to environmentally sensitive (4 commenters). These individuals cited an interest
in maintaining lake access and boat dock permit privileges under a grandfathered status. Similarly, one
commenter stated a desire for all current vegetative modification permits to be grandfathered regardless
of the new land classification.

There were several comments pertaining to shoreline and lake access. One commenter suggested that
property owners in environmentally sensitive areas should be granted dock and path permits on a case by
case basis. One suggestion was that all adjacent land owners with five contiguous acres should be able to
acquire a personal use permit for Corps property, while another commenter suggested that all adjacent
property owners should be granted access to the lake. One commenter suggested allowing hiking, canoe,
and kayak trails in all low density, high density, and wildlife management areas.

One commenter included a suggestion to eliminate the 200 foot rule on boat docks, while another
commenter suggested increasing the 200 foot rule to 300 or 350 feet. Comments related to buoys
included a desire to eliminate buoys that pose navigation hazards (1 commenter) and adding regulations
which do not allow buoys for houseboat use (1 commenter). There was one suggestion to require only
solar power on docks. One commenter expressed a desire for the Corps to handle all dock requests on a
case by case basis in lieu of shoreline zoning. There was one suggestion to allow boat docks to be sold and
moved to other low density areas. Two commenters noted specific areas of the lake: one individual stated
that they support Alternative 2 because it keeps the shoreline along Big Music Creek free of docks and
other development, and another individual stated a desire for more boat docks near Spring Creek and
Point 13.

The Corps received numerous comments related to development around the lake. Specifically, five
individuals stated a desire for limited development around the lake. Sentiments by these commenters
were generally based on a desire for public enjoyment and economic gains while still maintaining the
natural environment of the lake. Of these five comments, two indicated that while they support
development, they would not like to see the lake resemble Lake of the Ozarks, and another commenter
had a similar sentiment regarding Table Rock Lake. One commenter suggested less reduction to high
density zoning under Alternative two, specifically cutting zoning to 12 percent rather than 7 percent. There
were six commenters that specifically stated that they desire no new high density development on the
lake, while five commenters stated a desire for no development of any kind on the lake. There was one
comment that suggested increasing low density zoning and two comments which suggested maintaining
low density zoning.

Comments regarding amenities on the lake included 3 individuals citing a desire for more parking areas,
one of which specifically suggested maintained lighting of these parking areas. Other specific suggestions
for amenities included:

designating additional areas for bank fishing and trails

adding mooring buoys for sailboats

adding small marinas to allow gas and boat storage in remote areas

adding a more accessible dump station at Diamond City Park

adding beach areas
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constructing full hook ups at Lake View Campground

constructing back up facilities such as launch sites and parking lots built at 15 25 feet higher than
existing ones to allow access in higher water

re opening restrooms at Spring Creek

3.2.2.4 Recreational Activities 
Fishing opportunities were the most frequently mentioned recreational activity after boating issues. Most
of these commenters (7) expressed general support and appreciation of the fishing opportunities available.
Fishing is seen as an affordable activity and one commenter specifically would like to see more big fishing
tournaments and opportunities for children to fish. Three commenters would like to see more areas for
bank fishing and others noted that the high water has affected access to normal fishing holes. Three
commenters also expressed concern that agricultural leases on Corps lands blocks fishing access. One area
specifically mentioned was the Barker Hole, about 3 miles downstream from the mouth of Swan Creek
where access to the lake is blocked off to vehicles due to agricultural practices.

Several commenters expressed opinions about the types of fisheries available and fishery management
practices conducted by the Missouri Department of Conservation. Three commenters felt strongly that the
construction of the dams and the conversion to cold water fisheries has adversely affected the previous
fisheries, which were viewed as more diverse and abundant. One commenter expressed support for
minimum flows because they support the trout fishery and fly fishing opportunities. One commenter
expressed concerns about specific fishing regulations for walleye.

Three commenters suggested that hunting should be restricted to bow hunting near residences or on
environmentally sensitive lands. Most cited safety concerns about hunting too close to residences,
fishermen, and boaters. One commenter felt that there should be more deer hunting to control the
population and another commenter would like to see more food plots to support dove hunting.

Six commenters noted issues related to camping. One commenter supports more primitive camping
opportunities at the lake and another would like to see more campsites provided at all the parks. Similarly,
commenters noted support for keeping all of the existing camping areas, for reopening Spring Creek
campground, and for adding additional small campgrounds. One commenter was concerned that the high
water has affected access to camping sites and another was concerned about illegal camping.

3.2.2.5 Implementation 
There were 3 comment submissions from 2 parties that specifically raised questions about funding and
implementation of the MP. Commenters were concerned about an apparent lack of funding to implement
changes. One commenter raised questions about the cost to prepare revised plans and then to implement
the various alternatives. Concerns were also expressed about how the revisions would affect current
permit holders, whether existing permits and their associated conditions would be grandfathered in, and if
those permits could be transferable.

Seven comment submissions from 6 parties raised issues related to enforcement. Enforcement concerns
included observed issues with illegal camping, fires and accumulated trash; although specifics were not
provided. One commenter felt that the Corps should keep big debris cleaned up to prevent damage to
boats. Several commenters noted that there could be better enforcement of permits and more inspections
to catch violators and there was some support for more rangers to implement increased enforcement.
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One commenter expressed confusion about enforcement of regulations and the area of jurisdiction, and
asked whether citations could be issued for vegetation modification on private land near Corps property.

3.2.2.6 Location Specific Requests 
There were 51 location specific requests, which are summarized below.

Would like Spring Creek campground re opened

Remove the wire fence around the parking lot at Webbs Landing

High water parking is needed at the Big Elbow Creek boat ramp

On Map Sheet 3, Beaver Creek Recreation Area, move boundary of High Density east to the
southeast corner of Monument of Meadow Lake Subdivision and extend the Wildlife Management
Area further east into this area

There is a boat dock in Trigger Creek that is dumping sewage

Parking is needed at the Spring Creek boat ramp

Point 13 near Spring Creek should not be High Density and the amount of Environmentally Sensitive
should be reduced

The two white bass spawning areas in the Big Creek Arm should be classified as Environmentally
Sensitive instead of Wildlife Management Areas

Keep the Spring Creek boat ramp and camping area High Density and change Point 13 to
Environmentally Sensitive

A high water boat ramp at Lakeview is needed

Leave the area south of 532 CR505 the same as it is

Don’t allow further dock permits in the Howard Creek area

A high water boat ramp in the Lakeview/Flippin area and clean up of Bull Shoals Boat Dock and
Marina is needed

If a boat ramp is added at MC 8047, the roadway needs improvements

Add a high water campground at Persimmon Point area

Low Density Recreation in the area of Little Fool Creek

Area south of MC 8060, but near Jimmie Creek should be classified as Environmentally Sensitive

Glade restoration project for a Collared Lizard community

Add Howard Creek Road access

Add small areas of Low Density near 24 and 25 point marker areas for docks

Would like a walking path permit for property at 897 Marion County 8091, Yellville, AR

Add a boat dock zone adjacent to the Low Density permit #126

Boat ramp and parking where McBride Road terminates across from 24 mile marker

Need full hook ups at the Lakeview Campground
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Improvements needed to the Highway K Recreational Area

Don’t develop the public access area at Noland Point or any other access in the Big Creek Branch

Zone 164 expand Light Recreation area north (deeper into the cove) to allow room to move existing
docks further in from the main channel

Include all of path permit #105 and ATV permit #9 that access boat dock permit #2674 in the Low
Density area

Maintain the Point 13 Road as a non motorized trail in the interim

Need a boat ramp at the east end of MC 8047

Need a razorback boat ramp at Peel, AR

Keep designation for the Oakland/Pontiac/Gully Creek area the same

3.3 Agency Comments 
Six agencies submitted comments during the draft release comment period. The official agency letters and
emails are included in Appendix E. Agencies that commented during the comment period included:

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Arkansas Department of Parks and Tourism (1 email and 1 letter)

Missouri Department of Natural Resources

Missouri Department of Conservation

U.S. Department of Energy, Southwestern Power Administration

In addition, the Arkansas Department of Finance and Administration, which acts as the state clearinghouse
for the Arkansas Project Notification and Review System, distributed the notice to state agencies. As part of
that process, the Arkansas Natural Resource Commission indicated that it supported the MP revision but
did not have any comments, and the Arkansas State Highway and Transportation Department indicated
that it did not have any comments.

Most of the topics raised by the agencies that provided comments were also covered in the comments
discussed in the previous sections. Additionally, agency comments are included in the totals in Table 3 1.
Agency comments not covered in previous sections are summarized in this section. The full text of the
agency comments is available in Appendix E. Comments not covered in earlier sections include:

If cultural materials are encountered during project activities, construction should stop and the State
Historic Preservation Office should be notified

Protection of fish, forest, and wildlife resources is important

Implementing the MP should not adversely affect the Bull Shoals Lake White River State Park

Tourism and recreational opportunities are priorities

Updates to the MP should not negatively affect hydroelectric power operations at the lake.
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Section 4
Next Steps: MP Revision Process

The purpose of the Bull Shoals Lake MP Revision draft plan release open houses and comment period was
to provide an opportunity for agencies and the public to learn about the draft alternatives and provide
input on the draft MP and EA to help guide future land use and management at Bull Shoals Lake.

USACE will consider the comments and issues identified during the draft release comment period as the
final MP and EA are developed. Both the final MP and the EA will be made available to the public. It is
anticipated that this would occur in late 2015.

Individual responses to comments provided during the draft release comment period are not developed in
the preparation of an EA. Where consistent with the purpose of an MP and where possible under the
planning mechanisms available for an MP, USACE will incorporate the feedback and suggestions provided
through the comments.
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Bull Shoals Lake 
Master Plan Revision
Attend A Public Open House

Please drop in at any � me during the following scheduled � mes:

Tuesday, August 4, 2015 | 4 pm – 7 pm
Flippin Middle School Cafeteria | 308 North 1st St, Flippin, AR

Wednesday, August 5, 2015 | 4 pm – 7 pm
BForsyth Public School Cafeteria | 178 Panther Rd, Forsyth, MO

Thursday, August 6, 2015 | 4 pm – 7 pm
Lu� e School | 5802 U.S. HWY 160, Theodosia, MO

Friday, August 7, 2015 | 4 pm – 7 pm
Arkansas State Sheid Center | 1600 S. College St., Mountain Home, AR

Saturday, August 8, 2015 | 9 am – 12 pm
North Arkansas Community College | 303 N. Main, Harrison, AR

All facili� es are accessible to persons with disabili� es
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Li� le Rock District, is reques� ng comments on the dra�  revised Master 

Plan and the dra�  Environmental Assessment, which describes four alterna� ve plans and poten� al impacts. 
For current informa� on and to submit comments, please visit: 

h� p://go.usa.gov/3fZGT
A� end one of the fi ve open houses to learn the details of the dra�  alterna� ves and provide your input on 

the dra�  Master Plan and Environmental Assessment to help guide future land use and management at Bull 
Shoals Lake. An informa� onal video will be shown con� nuously throughout each open house and staff  will be 

available to answer ques� ons. 
Your input will help defi ne the fi nal Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan and Environmental Assessment 

scheduled for comple� on in late 2015. 
Comments should be submi� ed by September 11 to: 

Dana Coburn, Chief, Environmental Branch, USACE, Li� le Rock District, P.O. Box 867, Li� le Rock, AR 72203  
Fax: (501) 324-5605 | Email: CESWL-BSMasterPlan@usace.army.mil









U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS – LITTLE ROCK DISTRICT 
700 West Capitol, Little Rock, AR  72201 

http://www.swl.usace.army.mil/Media/NewsReleases.aspx 

CORPS TO HOST OPEN HOUSES FOR BULL SHOALS MASTER PLAN REVISIONS 

MOUNTAIN HOME, Ark. -- The Army Corps of Engineers, Little Rock District is 

hosting a series of open houses about the Bull Shoals Lake Draft Master Plan and Draft 

Environmental Assessment.  The open houses will be held between Aug. 4 and Aug. 8 to share 

information about the draft documents and to collect public comments. 

Anyone interested in the future management of Bull Shoals Lake is invited to drop in 

anytime during the open houses:   

Tuesday, Aug. 4 - from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. at the Flippin Middle School Cafeteria, 308 
North 1st Street, Flippin, Ark. 
Wednesday, Aug. 5 - from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. at the Forsyth Public School Cafeteria, 178 
Panther Road, Forsyth, Mo. 
Thursday, Aug. 6 - from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. at the Lutie School, 5802 U.S. Highway 160 
Theodosia, Mo.
Friday, Aug. 7 - from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. at the Arkansas State Sheid Center, 1600 S. 
College Street, Mountain Home, Ark. 
Saturday, Aug. 8 - from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. at the North Arkansas Community College, 
303 N. Main, Harrison, Ark. 

An informational video will be shown continuously during each open house.  There will be 

maps of the proposed master plan alternatives to review and staff will be available to answer 

questions about the draft plan. 

A draft Environmental Assessment, which evaluates the potential impacts of each alternative, 

will also available for review.  The Corps is requesting comments on the draft master plan and 

the draft Environmental Assessment. 

--MORE--

NEWS RELEASE
Release No:  66-15 
Release: Immediately 
July 27, 2015 

Contact:
                 Laurie Driver, 501-324-5551 

Laurie.T.Driver@usace.army.mil
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http://www.swl.usace.army.mil/Media/NewsReleases.aspx 

CORPS TO HOST OPEN HOUSES…       2.  

The Corps encourages public input at the open houses or written comments during the public 

comment period. The comment period closes Sept. 11. Comments can be mailed to: Army Corps 

of Engineers, Little Rock District, ATTN: Dana Coburn, P.O. Box 867, Little Rock, Ark., 72203. 

Comments may also be faxed to 501-324-5605 or emailed to CESWL-

BSMasterPlan@usace.army.mil.

A master plan is the guidance document that describes how the resources of the lake will be 

managed and provides the vision for how the lake should look in the future.  The master plan 

also provides the basis for the operational management plan, which guides day-to-day 

management activities of natural resources, and shoreline management plan, which guides 

private uses of public land and water.

The current Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan was developed more than 30 years ago and is 

outdated. The master plan revision classifies public lands around the lake based on 

environmental and socioeconomic considerations, public input, and an evaluation of past, 

present, and future trends.  Several alternative plans have been developed for consideration. 

The planning process has included an analysis of potential effects on the natural and social 

environment, including fish and wildlife, recreation opportunities, economics, land use, cultural 

and historical resources, aesthetics, as well as public health and safety. 

The master plan sets the stage for implementation of the shoreline management program by 

establishing land classifications.  Shoreline zoning, from a project’s shoreline management plan, 

then fits within the land classifications. 

--MORE--



U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS – LITTLE ROCK DISTRICT 
700 West Capitol, Little Rock, AR  72201 

http://www.swl.usace.army.mil/Media/NewsReleases.aspx 

CORPS TO HOST OPEN HOUSES…       3.

After the master plan is revised, the operational management plan and shoreline management 

plan will be revised to be consistent with the goals identified in the master plan. 

More information about the master plan and the revision process is available on the Internet 

at http://go.usa.gov/3fZsG.

--30--
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Welcome
to the

Bull Shoals Lake
Master Plan Revision

Open House

At the open house you can:
Learn about the project
Provide comments on the Draft Master Plan and
Draft Environmental Assessment (EA)
Watch a informational video

Provide comments by:
Completing a comment form
Speaking with a court reporter
Sending an email, letter, or fax to USACE

Find the Draft Master Plan and Draft EA at:
http://go.usa.gov/3fZez

WE WANT TO
HEAR FROM YOU!



Comments are due by September 11, 2015

Please return your comment sheet in the
comment box before leaving

or

mail, email, or fax comments to:
Dana Coburn, Chief,

Environmental Branch,
Planning and Environmental,

USACE, Little Rock District
P.O. Box 867

Little Rock, AR 72203
Fax: (501) 324 5605

Email: CESWL BSMasterPlan@usace.army.mil

or

speak to the court reporter

For more information: http://go.usa.gov/3fZez

Comments must be postmarked,
e mailed, faxed, or hand delivered

by September 11, 2015

How to Comment



Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan
Environmental Assessment

The Little Rock District is updating
the Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan.

The district has prepared a draft environmental
assessment (EA) to evaluate the potential environmental

and social effects of several master plan alternatives.

Your input is important!

Your input will help define the final Bull Shoals Lake Master
Plan and EA scheduled for completion in late 2015

Please let us know:
Which of the four alternatives do you prefer and why?
Were all of the environmental resources and potential

impacts discussed?
What changes, if any, would you like to see in the final

documents?



Why Revise the Master Plan?

• The current plan was developed in 1975
• Customer uses have remained similar, but trends

and facility and service demands have shifted in
the past 40 years

• Bull Shoals Lake is an alternative recreational and
natural resource experience for visitors to the
White River watershed projects

• To align with current Corps policies/regulations
• Use of new technology and maps for greater

accuracy and efficiency
• Respond to changing land usage
• Balance resources with partner and stakeholder

interests
• Proactively prepare for resource demands
• Sustainably manage the lake’s resources for future

generations



Master Plan
Guidance and Vision

Detailed Management and Administrative
Functions

Operational Management Plan (OMP)

OMP Appendices

Shoreline Management Plan (SMP)
Implementation and Rules



Alternative 1 No Action
• Land classifications would stay the same as in the 1975

Master Plan
• Currently unclassified land would remain unclassified

contributing to confusion about allowable land uses
• Would maintain existing resource management

practices around the lake
• Would not respond to changed conditions or reflect

current needs

Alternative 2 Moderate
Conservation

(Preferred Alternative)
• Reflects the actual current land uses and management

around the lake
• High and Low Density Recreation classified lands

decrease from Alternative 1
• Environmentally Sensitive Areas and Wildlife

Management classified lands increase
• Currently unclassified lands would be allocated to one

of the five classifications



Alternative 3 – Limited
Development

• High and Low Density Recreation classified lands
decrease, but less than under Alternative 2

• Environmentally Sensitive and Wildlife Management
classified lands increase, but less than under
Alternative 2

• Would allow for more low impact recreation potential
than under Alternatives 2 and 4, but less than under
Alternative 1

Alternative 4 – Maximum
Conservation

• High Density Recreation classified lands decrease from
Alternative 1

• All Low Density areas in Alternative 2 are converted to
environmentally sensitive

• Environmentally Sensitive and Wildlife Management
classified lands increase

• No additional future development of the shoreline or
project lands

• Existing shoreline uses grandfathered and allowed to
remain; however, no new shoreline use permits issued

• Maximizes the protection of natural resources



To Provide Verbal
Comments

Court Reporter



Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan
Revision Timeline

Planning began
in April 2014

Focus Groups
March/April 2015

July September 2015
Public Review of Draft Master Plan
& Draft Environmental Assessment
(EA)

November 2015
Final Master Plan
& EA Released

August 2014
Agency & Public
Scoping Workshops

August 2015
Public Open House on Draft
Master Plan & Draft EA

2016 Initiate
Shoreline
Management
Plan Update



Land Classifications by Alternative
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DESCRIPTION OF LAND CLASSIFICATIONS

BULL SHOALS LAKE
MASTER PLAN UPDATE
PUBLIC WORKSHOPS

AUGUST, 2015

PROJECT OPERATIONS
• Dam, spillway, switch yard, levees, dikes, offices, maintenance
facilities, and water intake structures

ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE AREA (ESA) (1975 NATURAL AREA)
• Scientific, ecological, cultural, or aesthetic features
• Public use which does not adversely impact these lands – fishing, hunting, wildlife viewing, photography
• Small percentage of ESA lands have permitted residential and municipal amenities (county roads,
private roads, public utilities, etc.)

LOW DENSITY R ECR EATION
• Passive public recreational use – primitive camping, fishing, hunting, trails, and wildlife viewing
• Low Density Recreation lands may contain Limited Development areas within the context of the 
Shoreline Management Plan (SMP) – boat docks, vegetation modification permits

HIGH DENSITY RECREATION
• Day use areas and/or campgrounds
• Commercial concessions (marinas)
• Other commercial-type activities

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AREA
• Food plots
• Agricultural activities



Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision

Land
Classification 

Alternative 1 –  
No Action 

Alternative 2 (Preferred)– 
Moderate Conservation 

Alternative 3 –  
Limited Development 

Alternative 4 –  
Maximum Conservation 

Acres Percent Acres Percent Acres Percent Acres Percent 

High Density 8,310.9 15% 3,714.6 7% 3,480.3 6% 3,714.6 7% 

Low Density 31,957.2 57% 7,257.6 13% 11,915.8 21% 0.0 0% 

Environmentally 
Sensitive 11,895.7 21% 29,366.9 52% 25,190.9 45% 36,624.3 65% 

Project 
Operations 61.8 < 1% 91.8 < 1% 91.8 < 1% 91.8 < 1% 

Wildlife
Management 3,953.5 7% 15,917.3 28% 15,669.4 28% 15,917.3 28% 

Not Allocated 169.0 < 1% 0.0 0% 0.0 0% 0.0 0% 

Alternative 1 = 423 miles of shoreline in Low Density

Alternative 2 = 142 miles of shoreline in Low Density

Alternative 3 = 210 miles of shoreline in Low Density

Alternative 4 = 0 miles of shoreline in Low Density
(all Low Density from Alt 2 goes to Environmentally
Sensitive Area)

In Alternative 3 there is an extra 4,659 acres of Low
Density that allows for development of more
recreation opportunity than under Alternative 2.

Both Alternative 2 and 3 provide for a significant
increase in preservation of the lake’s natural setting
over Alternative 1
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ALTERNATIVE TWO - MODERATE 
CONSERVATION  (PREFERRED)

High Density

Low Density

Environmentally 
Sensitive
Project Operations

Wildlife Management

Alternative Two (Moderate 
Conservation- Preferred) Acres % of Land

Total Land 56348.3
High Density 3,714.6 7%
Low Density 7,257.6 13%
Environmentally Sensitive 29,366.9 52%
Project Operations 91.8 0.2%
Wildlife Management 15,917.3 28%
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21%

45%0.2%

28%

ALTERNATIVE THREE - LIMITED 
DEVLOPMENT

High Density

Low Density

Environmentally 
Sensitive
Project Operations

Wildlife Management

Alternative Three 
(Limited Development) Acres % of Land

Total Land 56,383.2 
High Density 3,480.3    6%
Low Density 11,946.5 21%
Environmentally Sensitive 25,195.0 45%
Project Operations 91.8          0.2%
Wildlife Management 15,669.4 28%
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From: Gross, Nathan A.
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Cc: texnate@yahoo.com
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Bull Shoals Master Plan Update Comment
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2015 1:07:09 PM

Dana Coburn (or to whom it may concern),

I am submitting this comment in support of continuing and maintaining the White River minimum flows at the Bull
 Shoals Dam as part of the Bull Shoals Master Plan Update. As an avid fly fisherman, I enjoy fly fishing for trout in
 the Ozarks of Missouri and Arkansas including the White River. I believe maintaining the minimum flows on the
 White River will help maintain it’s healthy world class trout population and the resulting recreation opportunities.
 These recreational opportunities also have significant economic impact on this primarily rural region. I believe it is
 important to the region to maintain the White River’s world class trout fishery for economic, social, and
 recreational opportunity reasons.

I would also like to express my support for protecting environmentally sensitive areas. It would be nice to see as
 much effort and resources put into protecting, enhancing, and managing environmentally sensitive areas as what is
 budgeted to the acquisition of new high density recreation areas or the expansion of existing high density recreation
 areas.

Thank you for your time and effort,

Nathan Gross

111 Shadow Pointe Drive

Wentzville, MO 63385

texnate@yahoo.com

314-698-8912

(Please do not include my address, email address, and phone number in documents released to the public.)
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From: Dennis Earley
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Cc: Dennis Earley
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Bull Shoals Lake master plan revision.
Date: Sunday, July 26, 2015 4:43:20 PM

Please consider my comments for revision into the master plan.  Thank you, Dennis Earley

First I want to thank the Corps for a job well done in maintaining the beauty of Bull Shoals and surrounding area.
 But, I am concerned that the new seasonal water pool levels established for minimum flow are NOT smart choices.
 I would like to see a return to the old normal of 654 for the following reasons and rationale.

The new higher lake level pool allows the lake to more frequently "flood" which interrupts fish spawn, has
 destroyed habitat for collared lizards (which we no longed see), has eliminated sightings of road runners and other
 wildlife. The higher water seasonal pool level has eliminated fox dens which we previously have viewed young
 kits. The high water closes camping grounds, closes boat launching ramps, and has docks scattered up the banks
 requiring removal of trees. Most importantly the more frequent high water gets negative News reviews statewide
 keeping away vacationers which hurts local businesses.

The more frequent high water levels are creating conditions more favorable for flooding which negatively impact
 the Objectives stated in the Master plan revision: "to protect natural resources and attract maximum participation by
 the general public".

I write this as we are once again near maxed out water/ flood level (695). I recognize that Bull Shoals is a flood
 control reservoir but also as is stated in the Master Plan Revision Objectives it is to protect natural resources and
 attract maximum participation by the general public.  I recognize the minimum flow requirements, but don't agree
 with the seasonal pool levels. It seems to me that it would be less disruptive to wildlife and human life to lower the
 lake level for minimum flow verses raising it. Please return to the old 654 normal pool.

Dennis Earley,
163 CR 185 Mountain Home, Arkansas  72653

5825 Amber Place St Louis, MO 63128

I recognize

Sent from my iPad
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From: KLHilton@aol.com
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] From Keith Hilton
Date: Monday, July 27, 2015 1:18:21 PM

I am planning on attending your Bull Shoals Master Plan meeting in Forsyth, Missouri.  I do have some opinions I
 would like to express to you now, concerning the master plan. I am 72 years old. I remember before Table Rock
 Lake, or Bull Shoal lakes were built. These dams have brought a lot of change, most of which is good. The one
 thing I dislike most about these two dams is how it has changed sport fishing in upper Bull Shoals Lake. The
 Missouri Department of Conservation has used the cold water from the bottom of Table Rock Lake to create
 wonderful trout fishing opportunity in Lake Taneycomo.  Before the dams were built, the water below power site
 dam used to be one of the greatest fishing destinations in the United States. The Missouri Conservation Department,
 and Arkansas Conservation people have done "little" to address the terrible things the cold water has done to all
 species of fish on upper Bull Shoals lake. The cold water from Table Rock Lake has changed the whole eco system,
 of all species of fish, in the upper Bull Shoals lake. The Missouri Department of Conservation says they have done
 a lot for upper Bull Shoals lake, but I totally disagree. They say they have stocked trout, and I say the limited
 number of trout there are the ones that get washed over Power Site Dam. The Missouri Department of Conservation
 says they stock walleye. I strongly disagree, because all we see them doing is shocking walleye in the spring, taking
 the fish and milking the eggs. These walleye eggs wind up in other lakes, NOT Bull Shoals. Plus the shocking the
 Missouri Conservation does ruins fishing for 2 solid weeks.  Springtime is when fish migrate up stream to lay eggs.
 Most fish will not lay eggs in 45 degree water.  In the past few years we have seen routine high flow rates, with
 water in the channel being 45 degrees. So basically it makes Bull Shoals a fish dead lake from the Power Site Dam
 to well below K-Dock. The United States Government has a conservation department, and I wonder why the U.S
 Government has not addressed what the cold water did to fishing at Forsyth. Table Rock Dam's cold water changed
 everything for upper Bull Shoals.  Before Table Rock, the fishing economy for Forsyth, and Taney County, was big
 business.  Virtually all of the"many" fishing related businesses that were in the Forsyth area before Table Rock
 Dam are now ---GONE.  The Swan Creek boat dock no longer exists, and the Beaver Creek boat dock is hardly
 ever open.  The Missouri Department of Conservation has stocked a "token" number of stripped bass, which in my
 opinion will do nothing to improve the fishing situation. So why worry---it is just fishing, and who cares if there are
 no fish like they used to be.  I care, and I remember how it used to be. The Government built Table Rock Dam, so
 there must be something they can do about fishing in upper Bull Shoals.  Hopefully someone some day will care. I
 have one other thing I would like to mention.  A lot of land access to upper Bull Shoals lake gets blocked off,
 because the Corps of Engineers leases land to people who plant crops. In particular I am talking about the fields
 next to the lake from power site dam down to the Barker Hole. The Barker Hole is about 3 miles down stream from
 the mouth of Swan Creek. Access to the lake is blocked off for vehicles, requiring old guys like me--72 years old--
to walk a mile to get to the lake. I am sure there are hundreds like me that are blocked off, so the Corps of Engineers
 can get  a few dollars an acre from Rick Turner to farm the fields. Why are we blocked off with locked gates when
 this is public land?  Some people would say access brings people leaving trash.  I stay that is what law enforcement
 is for, catching the people who trash public areas.  Let old people like me drive cars to the lake, in the places they
 have fished before Bull Shoals dam was even built. These fields around the lake are not "just" for the personal use
 of Rick Turner, and some Corps of Engineer guy in a office pushing a pencil. Keith Hilton 248 Laurel Road Ozark,
 Missouri 65721
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From: Ron Janota
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: Public Open Houses for Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision (UNCLASSIFIED)
Date: Monday, July 27, 2015 4:56:09 PM

It would be nice to see this at the Bull Shoals , Jim Gaston, visitors center which would be convenient for residence
 of Bull Shoals and Lakeview.

Sent from my iPad

On Jul 27, 2015, at 11:41 AM, CESWL-BS Master Plan <CESWL-BSMasterPlan@usace.army.mil> wrote:

 Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
 Caveats: NONE

 BULL SHOALS LAKE MASTER PLAN REVISION
 OPEN HOUSES

 The Army Corps of Engineers, Little Rock District, is requesting comments on the draft revised Master Plan
 and the draft Environmental Assessment, which describes four alternative plans and potential impacts.

 You are invited to attend one of the five open houses to learn the details of the draft alternatives and provide
 your input on the draft Master Plan and draft Environmental Assessment to help guide future land use and
 management at Bull Shoals Lake. An informational video will be shown continuously throughout each open house
 and staff will be available to answer questions.

 ATTEND A PUBLIC OPEN HOUSE

 Please drop in at any time during the following scheduled times:

 Tuesday, August 4, 2015

 4 pm – 7 pm

 Flippin Middle School Cafeteria

 308 North 1st St, Flippin, AR

 Wednesday, August 5, 2015

 4 pm – 7 pm

 Forsyth Public School Cafeteria

 178 Panther Rd, Forsyth, MO
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 Thursday, August 6, 2015

 4 pm – 7 pm

 Lutie School

 5802 U.S. HWY 160, Theodosia, MO

 Friday, August 7, 2015

 4 pm – 7 pm

 Arkansas State Sheid Center

 1600 S. College St., Mountain Home, AR

 Saturday, August 8, 2015

 9 am – 12 pm

 North Arkansas Community College

 303 N. Main, Harrison, AR

 ** All facilities are accessible to persons with disabilities

 For current information and to submit comments, please visit:

http://go.usa.gov/3fZ7Y <http://go.usa.gov/3fZ7Y>

 Your input will help define the final Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan and Environmental Assessment scheduled
 for completion in late 2015.

 Comments should be submitted by September 11 to: Dana Coburn, Chief, Environmental Branch,
 USACE, Little Rock District, P.O. Box 867, Little Rock, AR 72203
 Fax: (501) 324-5605, Email: CESWL-BSMasterPlan@usace.army.mil <mailto:CESWL-

BSMasterPlan@usace.army.mil>

 Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
 Caveats: NONE
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From: Chris Miles
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Master Plan Revision
Date: Monday, July 27, 2015 2:56:10 PM

Hello,

After receiving an E mail and post card about the upcoming open houses for the master plan revision I visited the
 web site to find out a bit more about it, and how it may affect my property that borders the corps line. Recently I
 purchased 177 acres or so with about a mile of corps frontage. originally this was designated low density recreation.
 I see now that it may be changed to environmentally sensitive. When I was searching for lake frontage before I
 purchased this, I was specifically looking for property where I would be able to put a boat dock. Judging by the
 maps it looks as though the environmentally sensitive areas have no existing docks. If this does change to an
 environmentally sensitive area does that mean this area would no longer be eligible for dock approval?

Thank you,

Chris Miles
Nortech Graphics
14950 Industrial Park Drive
Lead Hill, AR 72644
Cell 870-204-1542
Office 870-422-7191
Fax 870-422-7198
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From: Coburn, Dana O SWL
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: FW: Little Rock District Contact Form: Master Plan Alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 9:22:36 AM

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

-----Original Message-----
From: Hiser, Jonathan A SWL
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 10:49 AM
To: pd.mueller79@gmail.com
Cc: Case, Mark J SWL; Caldwell, Bruce W SWL; Coburn, Dana O SWL; CESWL-PA SWL
Subject: RE: Little Rock District Contact Form: Master Plan Alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Mr. Mueller,

I apologize for not being more clear in my response.  Under Alternatives 1, 2, and 3, my answer below is accurate;
 under Alternative 4, the public land adjacent to your dock would be reclassified to Environmentally Sensitive, but
 your dock would remain in its current position and would be accessible as it is now.  Please call me at your
 convenience should you wish discuss the matter further.

Jon

-----Original Message-----
From: Hiser, Jonathan A SWL
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 10:20 AM
To: 'pd.mueller79@gmail.com'
Cc: Case, Mark J SWL; Caldwell, Bruce W SWL; Coburn, Dana O SWL; CESWL-PA SWL
Subject: RE: Little Rock District Contact Form: Master Plan Alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Mr. Mueller,

All private docks will remain in low density land classification and continue to be permitted as they have been in the
 past.  Using the interactive map on the Master Plan web site
http://www.swl.usace.army.mil/Missions/Planning/BullShoalsLakeMasterPlanRevision.aspx will allow you to

 zoom to your particular location and verify the land classification.  Please let me know if you need further
 information and I encourage you to attend the workshop at Lutie School on Thursday, August 6 from 4:00 to 7:00
 pm.  Thanks for your interest in Bull Shoals Lake.

Jon Hiser
Operations Project Manager
Bull Shoals and Norfork Dams and Lakes
501-340-1432
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-----Original Message-----
From: noreply@dma.mil [mailto:noreply@dma.mil]
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 10:03 PM
To: CESWL-MH SWL
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Little Rock District Contact Form: Master Plan Alternatives

This message was sent from the Little Rock District website.

Message From: Phil

Email: pd.mueller79@gmail.com

Response requested: Yes

Message:

In reviewing the alternatives, one question that comes to mind - if our area of the lake (as a Theodosia resident
 adjoining the corps line) where our dock is currently in a Low Density Recreational area but alternatives move it to
 an Environmentally Sensitive area, will we still have access to the dock?  Will it be permitted to remain in it&#39;s
 current position?

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE
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From: Kath
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 12:18:54 PM

Hello,
I own 25 acres fronting Lake Bull Shoals, but I leave out of state in Seattle, Washington.  It isn't possible for me to
 attend one of the town meetings.

What are the current plans for the lake?  I would like to be informed.

Thank you,
Katherine Porter
5101 S. Mead
Seattle, WA 98118
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From: David P. Lovetere
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Bull Shole master plan.
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2015 2:34:02 PM

A card you sent on the master plan that directs us to a website as follows
 “BLOCKEDgo.usa.gov/3fZGj&BLOCKED#8221;  when I try to go to it my computer will not go anywhere.

Help Please as I would like to know what is going on that may affect my family’s three properties.

Thanks for the help.

David P Lovetere P.E.
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From: Joseph LaRue
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Enviromental Assessment Comment Card
Date: Friday, August 14, 2015 9:11:29 AM
Attachments: ~OT743CI001F.PDF

Dana,

Attached is my comment card.  I hope you can read my handwriting.  If you have any question, please feel free to
 contact me.

Thank you

Joe LaRue

Arvest Bank-NCA

VP, Consumer Loan Manager

870-449-7246

870-449-7235 (fax)

jlarue@arvest.com

NMLS #403249

________________________________

The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
 confidential or privileged material. Any review, distribution, or other unauthorized use of the information by
 persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you received this communication in error,
 please contact the sender and delete the material from any computer.

*** Arvest Confidential ***
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From: mamilholland@gmail.com on behalf of Mark Milholland
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Questions Regarding Bull Shoals Master Plan Revision
Date: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 10:51:00 AM
Attachments: BS Master Plan Q"s.docx

Dana,
Hope things are well for you.  For some reason, I thought the public meetings on the BS Master Plan Revision were
 not to be scheduled until sometime this Fall.  I have seen very little notification of the meetings other than Facebook
 and a notification in the Baxter Bulleting last week.  I am going to do my best to make ASUMH on Friday.

I do have a few questions.  I have attached them to this message.  I would appreciate anything you might be able to
 share?

Thank You,
Mark

Mark Milholland
Sales Associate
Larry Black and Assoc. Inc. Real Estate
mark@larryblackandassoc.com <mailto:tim@larryblackandassoc.com>
877-425-9898 Office
870-405-1991 Cell
870-425-1719 Fax
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Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision 

Questions:

1) What is estimated total amount of federal funds needed to 
complete the Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision? 

2) What is total amount of funds budgeted to complete the Bull 
Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision? 

3) What is the total amount of funds expended to date on the 
Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision? 

4) What is the timeline for implementation for each 
Alternative presented? 

5) What are the estimated costs for full implementation of 
each Alternative presented? 

6) Which Alternatives have the potential for reallocation of 
the shoreline? 

7) If Limited Development Areas are reclassified, will 
provisions be made for adjoining landowners to be 
compensated?  Example:  If I purchased property 
anticipating the existing Limited Development Area to be in 
place upon my retirement in five years is removed, will I 
be given any consideration if the rezoning results in the 
current Limited Development Area be changed to a 
classification that does not allow limited development? 

8) Will existing Shoreline Use Permits for vegetation 
modification for fire protection, pathways, etc… be 
grandfathered if the Limited Development Area is 
reclassified Environmentally Sensitive? 

9) Will grandfathered permits be renewable or reissued in a 
new name?  Example:  I sell my home with a grandfathered 
permit, will the new owner be able to acquire a permit with 
the same conditions? 
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From: Cheyenne Beasley
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Bull Shoals Master Plan Comment Card
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 9:29:10 AM
Attachments: BS draft Written Comments Form 20150715_FINAL.pdf

Our Comment Card is attached.

Thank You,

Mayor Eddie Coleman
City of Forsyth
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Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision 
and Environmental Assessment 

Please use this form to provide your comments on the draft revised Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan, the draft Environmental 
Assessment (EA) and the potential impacts of the four alternatives. The draft Master Plan and EA may be found on the website at 
http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. Feel free to take extra forms.  Comments must be submitted by September 11, 2015 to USACE at the 
addresses below. 

PLEASE PRINT 

Name/Organization: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Email: ______________________________________________  

 

What alternative best encompasses your vision for the future of Bull Shoals Lake? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What, if any, changes would you like to see to this alternative? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Additional Comments:_______________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Comments may be submitted via mail, email, fax or the project website with attention to: Dana Coburn, Chief, 
Environmental Branch, Planning and Environmental, USACE, Little Rock District, P.O. Box 867, Little Rock, AR 72203. Fax: 
(501) 324-5605, Email: CESWL-BSMasterPlan@usace.army.mil, Website: http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. 

Written comments must be postmarked, e-mailed, faxed, or otherwise submitted by September 11, 2015. 
--PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT INSTRUCTIONS:  AUTHORITY: ER 1130 2 550, and the laws and regulations referenced therein.  PRINCIPAL PURPOSE(S): To provide a means for the maximum practicable public participation in 

Master Plan formulation, preparation and subsequent revisions, through the use of public meetings, group workshops, open houses or other public involvement.  ROUTINE USE(S): Information you provide will be 
available for public review or may be disclosed to members of the Department of Defense or other Government agencies who have a need for the information in performance of their official duties, and where use of such 
information is compatible with the purpose for which the information is collected.  DISCLOSURE: Voluntary; however, failure to furnish the requested information may prevent the Agency from being able to direct meeting 
notices or provide additional information to commenters.  
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P.O. Box 545 Forsyth, MO 65653

City of Forsyth, Mayor Eddie Coleman

cityofforsyth@mchsi.com

I feel number 3 would best serve Taney County, MO. From the late 40's to present our area has been known for water sports. Lets give the people all the choices possible to have a great vacation.

More loading ramps and more boat docks.

We would like to see better communication with the Corp when flooding is upon us. Most of the time the Corp

has space available to put the oncoming water. Drain Bull Shoals lake down to accept the oncoming water. We know the farmers down stream

would be concerned about flooding, but then so are we. The 2015 flood will cost the City of Forsyth, MO. over $50,000.00 for clean up. For

a town the size of Forsyth this a mountain to climb.

SUBMIT
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Dana Coburn, Chief Environmental Branch 
Planning and Environmental  
Little Rock District 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers  
P.O. Box 867 
Little Rock, AR  72203 
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From: bluewatersresort@gmail.com
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL]
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 7:03:17 PM

I would really like to see a paved ramp at the end of McBride Road

Sent from Windows Mail
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From: Cindy DeWitt
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Bull Shoals Plan
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 11:12:34 AM
Attachments: image.png

Bull Shoals Plan.docx

Hello,

I am sending this email in regard to the proposed plan for Bull Shoals Lake. My husband and I
have attended two of your community meetings and I want to thank you for your
collaborative efforts to involve the community in your decision making processes.
Developing such an inclusive plan is quite an undertaking and I applaud your
accomplishments thus far! I am especially excited about the conservation goals and look
forward to the preservation of this magnificent Ozarks lake.

While the future of the entire lake and surrounding area is of very high importance; the section
of the lake I am specifically discussing here is a small area near Little Fool Creek in Peel
(indicated on the map below and in the attached file). This is within an area proposed to be
changed from High Density Recreation to Wildlife Management. I am requesting that this
small section be designated Low Density Recreation.

I have enjoyed Arkansas Lakes my entire life. Bull Shoals is the most treasured because of its
natural preservation and serene atmosphere. Changing only this small section would allow
my husband and I, as property owners of property within 200 feet of the shore line to
construct a trail to the water and possibly apply for a boat dock in the future. This would
create and opportunity for generations to come to enjoy the lake in its full glory!

I appreciate your consideration in this matter and look forward to hearing from you soon!

Cindy DeWitt

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and
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intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are
addressed. If you have received this email in error, please notify the
system manager. This message contains confidential information and is
intended only for the individual named. If you are not the named
addressee, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this email.
Please notify the sender immediately by email if you have received this
email by mistake and delete this email from your system. If you are not
the intended recipient, you are notified that disclosing, copying,
distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this
information is strictly prohibited.
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Approximate area requested to be designated “yellow” Low Density Recreation. 
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From: Fred Richardson
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Lake Master Plan Revision
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 6:39:00 PM

Gentlemen, I attended today’s meeting at Theodosia, watched the video, perused the illustrations, picked up the
 literature, took it home and digested it as best I could. However, I’m left with more questions than answers. Can
 you please clarify a few points for me and the others in the Protem-Theodosia area who are deeply concerned with
 the proposed issues.

First of all, you use the term “development” when discussing present and future use of the land. What do you
 consider “development”, specifically? Would it be private docks, established Marinas, or what exactly?

Second, Alternative two looks much like Alternative three causing me to wonder why two plans so similar are even
 in the works. However both two and three as well as number four have cut the High Density Recreation areas in
 half. Does this mean these plans, if implemented, would result in closing any of the present marinas and if so,
 exactly which ones?

Third, in regards to “Low Density Areas”, which I understand would include areas now occupied by private docks,
 Plan two would drastically reduce the acres for this use from about 32,000 down to 7,257, or to 11, 915 for Plan
 three and cut it out completely in Plan Four. Apparently I don’t understand what area the privately owned docks fall
 into because if Plan four eliminates completely all such use, how could they grandfather in those in use now?

Lastly, and probably of least importance, is the increase by 30 acres in the area of “Project Operations” in all three
 of newly proposed plans. What exactly will go on that 30 acres?

We really need clarification on this issue as well as the others above. We would appreciate any clarification your
 office can provide. We await your reply.

Fred Richardson, former owner of the Buck Creek Boat Dock, Protem, Mo.
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From: John Wuthrich
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL]
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 11:56:52 AM

Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision

I would prefer Alternative #4 Plan.
Suzette Wuthrich
108 Edgewood
Bull Shoals, AR 72619
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From: Buddy Jimerson
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan.....
Date: Friday, August 07, 2015 4:49:44 PM
Attachments: Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan - Charles Jimerson.pdf

Attached is a suggestion regarding the Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision.

Thank you for allowing us to have input.  Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions, or need
 clarification.

Buddy Jimerson

WFG Investments, Inc.

8360 LBJ Freeway, Suite 100

Dallas, TX  75243

972-387-2700

888-647-7621

Fax: 469-461-5555

________________________________

**Securities offered through WFG Investments, Inc., Member FINRA/SIPC. Investment advisory services offered
 through WFG Advisors, LP.**

Reminder: E-mail sent through the Internet is not secure. Do not use e-mail to send us confidential information such
 as credit card numbers, change of address, PIN numbers, passwords, or other important information. It is important
 that you do not use e-mail to request, authorize or effect the purchase or sale of any security, to send fund transfer
 instructions, or to effect any other transactions. We will not accept such orders or instructions. The information
 contained herein is based on sources believed to be reliable but its accuracy has not been verified. This e-mail is not
 an official trade confirmation for transactions executed for your account. Your e-mail message is not private in that
 it is subject to review by the Firm, its officers, agents and employees. Past performance is not an indicator of future
 results.
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From: Louis Meyer
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Comments
Date: Friday, August 07, 2015 10:05:12 AM

Attn: Dana Coburn,

The Master Plan revision meetings you are holding are both informative and helpful. Well done.

I do wonder if the classification of environmentally sensitive land is a bit overdone on Alternative 2 - which I
understand is your preferred plan. Reclassifying land from low density to environmentally sensitive in a cove that
already has 10 boat docks seems excessive. An example would be Seed Tick cove.

My suggestion (in order of preference):

1. Take a hard look at reducing the amount of land classified as environmentally sensitive in Alternative2

2. Pursue Alternative 3 (limited development)

3. Alternative 1 (no action)

Thank You for the opportunity to comment and again the meetings are very well done.

Louis Meyer

P.O. Box 41

Protem, Mo.
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From: Sharon Boatright
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Master Plan Revision
Date: Saturday, August 08, 2015 10:52:36 AM

I am in favor of Alternative 2.

Sharon Boatright
198 Boatright Lane
Gassville AR 72635
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From: Carolyn Lee
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision Comment Card
Date: Tuesday, September 08, 2015 12:39:31 PM
Attachments: Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision Comments Sep 4 2015.docx
Importance: High

Attn: Dana Coburn, Chief Environmental Branch

Planning and Environmental, USACE, Little Rock District

Re: Comments for Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision

And Environmental Assessment

Your on-line PDF file for the comments for the Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision and Environmental
 Assessment did not allow me to print so I wrote a letter using the same format as the form.

Thank you,

Mary Carolyn Lee and Susan Hetherington Lloyd

Landowners, Bull Shoals Lake

mcarolynlee@yahoo.com <mailto:mcarolynlee@yahoo.com>

719-338-2888
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Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision 
And Environmental Assessment 

September 4, 2015 
 

Mary Carolyn Lee and Susan Hetherington Lloyd 
255 Doral Way 
Colorado Springs, CO 80921 
mcarolynlee@yahoo.com 
719-338-2888 
 
What alternative best encompasses your vision for the future of Bull Shoals Lake?  After much 
study of your documents including the Draft Environmental Assessment, we prefer Alternative 
1 (no change) but with a 2nd choice of Alternative 3 (limited growth or development).   
 
What, if any changes would you like to see in this alternative: 
Regardless of which alternative you choose, I would like to see more access to the lake—even 
more marinas—particularly on the north side-- (your map sections 15, 16, and 23) including 
more boat ramps.  You did propose two boat ramps (Nolands and NN-CR640) but, hopefully, 
your new master plan will allow you to give permission to add more ramps in the future. 
Flexibility is the key. 
 
Additional comments: 
After much study of your documents including the Draft Environmental Assessment, I 
concluded that there really is not much environmental impact of using Alternative 1 and your 
current policies of managing the lake.  As stated in your environment assessment, Alternative 1, 
paragraph 5.2.3.1, it is stated: “While implementation of the No Action Alternative is relatively 
independent of the existing watershed drainage on the lake water quality, potential continued 
development around the lake shoreline would exacerbate water quality issues due to potential 
increased erosion, localized increases in turbidity and increased sedimentation in the lake 
following storm events.”  However, I understand that the Army Corps of Engineers already have 
many restrictions already in place to protect these issues.  In addition, under paragraph 2.1 
Purpose and Need you state “Visitation to the lake decreased from 2000 to 2010; however, the 
demand for high quality recreational experiences has remained consistent.” 
 
I want the environment of the lake protected but I also think we need to be concerned with the 
economy of the communities around the lake.  We need to have a definite balance of the two 
objectives.  Too cumbersome and too many restrictions/rules will discourage any development 
and lack of development will not improve the economy and create the much needed jobs in the 
area.  You do state that Alternative 2 will do that but so will Alternative 3, which is less 
restrictive.  (Interesting the order you listed your alternatives as Alternative 2 is more restrictive 
than Alternative 3).   
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As a further note, we own 648 acres with 10 miles of shoreline on the north side of Bull Shoals 
Lake that our father acquired in the 1950’s.  We are definitely interested in protecting the 
environment when developing our property. In fact, the initial plan we contracted in 2007, but 
have not implemented, was a “Sustainable Development” with the features of a “Green 
Development.”  We had the help of a surveyor and an engineer to achieve these goals. We did 
not implement these plans because of the local, US, and World economic issues. Hopefully, 
whether we, our family, or someone else develops, we hope they will use these development 
objectives. 
 
In the meantime, we have also been working since 2013 with a Forest Management Company 
located near Little Rock to help us better manage our forest and making it and keeping it 
healthy.  However, due to the poor economy recent years, the proprietor has not been able to 
find an experienced company with the proper references and insurance to start this job. This is 
another reason I think you need to strongly consider the effects on the economy any decision 
you make in the Master Plan Revision.   
 
Thank you for your diligent work for the Master Plan Revision and thorough website. Pertaining 
to your open houses, I attended one in August 2014, but your notice of the August 2015 open 
houses came so late that air travel was prohibitive therefore we could not attend.  However, 
our surveyor did attend.  Hopefully, we will be able to attend your workshops in December, 
2015. 
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From: Sandy & Ron Barton
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Cc: Peel F&RD
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comments to M.P.
Date: Sunday, August 09, 2015 12:21:28 PM
Attachments: BS draft Written Comments Form 20150715_FINAL.pdf

To All,
 Here are my comments to Alt. #2 & #3 revisions to the B.S. Master

Plan.

Regards,
Ron Barton
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Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision 
and Environmental Assessment 

Please use this form to provide your comments on the draft revised Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan, the draft Environmental 
Assessment (EA) and the potential impacts of the four alternatives. The draft Master Plan and EA may be found on the website at 
http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. Feel free to take extra forms.  Comments must be submitted by September 11, 2015 to USACE at the 
addresses below. 

PLEASE PRINT 

Name/Organization: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Email: ______________________________________________  

 

What alternative best encompasses your vision for the future of Bull Shoals Lake? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What, if any, changes would you like to see to this alternative? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Additional Comments:_______________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Comments may be submitted via mail, email, fax or the project website with attention to: Dana Coburn, Chief, 
Environmental Branch, Planning and Environmental, USACE, Little Rock District, P.O. Box 867, Little Rock, AR 72203. Fax: 
(501) 324-5605, Email: CESWL-BSMasterPlan@usace.army.mil, Website: http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. 

Written comments must be postmarked, e-mailed, faxed, or otherwise submitted by September 11, 2015. 
--PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT INSTRUCTIONS:  AUTHORITY: ER 1130 2 550, and the laws and regulations referenced therein.  PRINCIPAL PURPOSE(S): To provide a means for the maximum practicable public participation in 

Master Plan formulation, preparation and subsequent revisions, through the use of public meetings, group workshops, open houses or other public involvement.  ROUTINE USE(S): Information you provide will be 
available for public review or may be disclosed to members of the Department of Defense or other Government agencies who have a need for the information in performance of their official duties, and where use of such 
information is compatible with the purpose for which the information is collected.  DISCLOSURE: Voluntary; however, failure to furnish the requested information may prevent the Agency from being able to direct meeting 
notices or provide additional information to commenters.  
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401 Clyde Pt. Peel, AR 72668

Ron Barton

lakehouse2069@leadhill.net

Alternative #2 or #3 are obviously the best revisions to the master plan. "Project Operations" and "Wildlife Management" are necessary &

and seem proper to the overall control of the entire lake, but the other land classifications in both of these alternatives seem somewhat

random and subject to debate.

Why aren't the "Operational Management Plans" and the "Shoreline Management Plans" being revised & published simultaneously with the

"Master Plan"? This could lead to confusion between each division and their interpretation of how the master plan affects their

own revisions.

The "low density" areas (yellow) are obviously where existing private docks & paths currently
exist and the green areas (environmentally sensitive) have none, does this indicate that "NO" permits will ever be issued in these areas? Land

owners adjacent to these "green" areas should be allowed to have path or dock permits issued if all other aspects of their requests are

equal to those in other coves where the shoreline has been designated as "low density recreation" allowed. I know this will be

addressed in the "Shoreline Management Plan" revision, but I believe the question of allowable changes should be discussed now.

SUBMIT



  
Postage 

Required 
  
  
 

 
 
 
 

Dana Coburn, Chief Environmental Branch 
Planning and Environmental  
Little Rock District 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers  
P.O. Box 867 
Little Rock, AR  72203 
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From: mamilholland@gmail.com on behalf of Mark Milholland
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comment BS Master Plan Revision
Date: Sunday, August 09, 2015 1:04:10 PM

Dana Coburn

Environmental Branch

Little Rock District

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

P.O. Box 867

Little Rock, Arkansas  72203

Dana,

It was nice to see you this past week.  Thank you for taking time to talk with me during the workshop in Mountain
 Home.  Please consider this note as my formal comments on the  Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision and
 Environmental Assessment.

At this time,  Alternative 1 – No Action is best for the future of Bull Shoals Lake.  In order to make a more informed
 decision, I would need to see what has justified a major revision of the 1975 Plan.  What has changed since the
 original plan has been put in place would be helpful.  Based on my firsthand experience working in the field in
 1989 and later administering the 1975 Plan for well over 10 years, I believe there has been no significant change
 that warrants any change in Land Classification.  Again, I have not seen any specific data that reflects the need for
 significant changes or warrants a Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision.

In order for an individual to make a more informed decision as to what is the best Alternative, I suggest that the
 following information be assembled and provided to through the various media outlets to the citizens in the Twin
 Lakes Area.

1)  Specifically, what warrants a full blown revision of the current Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan?

2)  What is the estimated total amount of federal funds requested to complete the Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan
 Revision?

3)  What is the total amount of funds budgeted to complete the Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision?  What type
 of funding is being used?
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3)  What is the total amount of funds expended to date on the Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision?

4)  How and who developed the proposed Alternatives?

4)  What is the time requirement for implementation for each Alternative presented along with the estimated cost for
 each Alternative?

It appears that it has been determined that a majority of the Alternatives will result in varying degrees of reduction
 of Limited Development Areas?  I do not believe you have fully informed both current permit holders and owners
 of property adjoining current Limited Development Areas.  I believe there are a good number of things that need to
 be publically addressed in order to obtain a true feel as to the most desirable Alternative if you decide to revise the
 current plan.  Below are a few things that need to be addresses if you want the revision process to be transparent.

1)  When the Limited Development Areas are reclassified, will provisions be made for adjoining landowners to be
 compensated?  Example:  If I purchased property anticipating the existing Limited Development Area to be in place
 upon my retirement in five years is removed, will I be given any consideration if the rezoning results in the current
 Limited Development Area be changed to a classification that does not allow limited development?

2)  Will existing Shoreline Use Permits for vegetation modification for fire protection, pathways, etc… be
 grandfathered if the Limited Development Area is reclassified Environmentally Sensitive?

3)  Will grandfathered permits be renewable or reissued in a new name?  Example:  I sell my home that has a
 grandfathered permit, will the new owner be able to acquire a permit with the same conditions?

A member of the team mentioned that the response from adjoining land owners was far less than 50%.  I suggest
 someone investigate the effectiveness of the process used in making that notification and adjust accordingly.  As a
 local realtor, I can tell you that there is a significant difference in the market price of a lot adjacent to a Limited
 Development Area compared on that is not.  Also, property with fire protection permits and/or path permit has a
 significantly higher value than on without.  These are some things that need to be addressed if the process is to be
 truly transparent.

Lastly, we all hope the “Bull” will remain as the most pristine lake in the Central United States along with the White
 River remaining the premiere cold water fishery that it has grown too.  Please be calculated as you proceed through
 this revision process.  Shots made from the perimeter are equal to and in some cases are of greater value than a
 “Slam Dunk”.

If possible, please share with me a response to these concerns.  I am continually questioned while listing or showing
 property adjacent to Corps property and it would be good if we can get the answers in the hands of the adjoining
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 property owners within the Twin Lakes Area.

If you have questions and/or would like to discuss, please don’t hesitate to give me a call.

Thank You,

Mark

Mark Milholland
Sales Associate
Larry Black and Assoc. Inc. Real Estate
mark@larryblackandassoc.com <mailto:tim@larryblackandassoc.com>
870-405-1991 Cell
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From: Thomas Lullen
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] comment card
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:46:30 AM
Attachments: Bull Shoals Draft Written Comments Form 8-7-2014 FINAL2.pdf

Please see attached comment card from Cheryl and Thomas Luallen. Land owners along Bull Shoals Lake.
We are in favor of Option One (1), or no changes to the original master plan.
Regards,
Cheryl and Thomas Luallen
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Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision
and Environmental Assessment

Please use this form to respond to the following three questions that will be asked in this workshop. You may also use this form to
provide additional comments about how you would like to see the Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan revised or on the issues that should
be studied before a decision is made on Master Plan revisions.
Feel free to take an extra form and send it back by September 30, 2014, to USACE at the addresses below.

Your Name/Organization:            

Address:                

                    

E-mail:       Phone:         

How would you like to see Bull Shoals Lake in 20 years?       

What about Bull Shoals Lake is most important to you? What is the least important to you?  

     _______________________________________________  

What changes, if any, would you like to see at the lake?       

Additional comments on the Master Plan Revision or about issues that should be studied:  

Comments may be submitted via mail, email, fax or the project website with attention to: Dana Coburn, Chief,
Environmental Branch, Planning and Environmental, USACE, Little Rock District, P.O. Box 867, Little Rock, AR 72203.

Fax: (501) 324 5605, Email: CESWL BSMasterPlan@usace.army.mil

Website: http://go.usa.gov/5hGF
Written comments must be postmarked, e mailed, faxed, or otherwise submitted by September 30, 2014.

   
    Age   18 – 29 30 – 40 41 – 50 51 – 64 65 and older
(optional)
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Cheryl D. and Thomas E. Luallen

14013 Jefferson Road
Clinton, Illinois 61727-2682-13

thomas_luallen@yahoo.com 217-791-3808 or 217-791-3809

A similar lake as to what was originally
designed and filled in 1975. Similar land and water rights as for that period. Less flooding and
better water management.

Most important--is the opportunity to have a lake that provides not only a good source of water,
quality water and safe environment for family and others to enjoy. All rights guaranteed with
land acquisition maintained and less government control of use. Property rights maintained.

Least important--is the need for water to be held from down stream of Bull Shoals. Controlled
lease with a thought to flooding down stream.

Controlled release of waters to maintain
a water level making all of the lake useable, but not resulting in flooding of parks, and grounds
along its shoreline.

The Corps of Engineers retain the original master plan and no changes
be entered into effect. Or Option 1 of the four presented.

It is obvious that the Corps have not thought of the land value related to those that own
or have inherited property for family that thought a family would have access and use

to a great body of water in the future. This is ours and others loss, if any changes are made.
Learn and practice better water management, that is the real problem with Bull Shoals.



_________________            Postage Required

_________________ 

_________________ 

Dana Coburn, Chief
Environmental Branch, Planning and Environmental
Little Rock District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
P.O. Box 867
Little Rock, AR 72203

------------------------------------------------------Fold Here---------------------------------------------- 

Tape ends before mailing 
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From: Mary Ann Potter / Matt Potter
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] master plan comment
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 11:14:27 AM

Matthew and Mary Ann Potter
10023 Hwy. 125
Protem, Mo. 65733

#2 with minor change

We think land owners owning 5 continuous acres or more should be able to acquire a personal
use permit through Corp property.
Also we think a dock already on the lake and properly permitted should be able when sold to be
moves to another low density cove.

This is a lot fairer to owners adjoining corp land than the proposal on the table now. These
minor changes would not effect the pristine beauty of the lake .
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From: Coburn, Dana O SWL
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Little Rock District Contact Form: Bull Shoals Master Plan (UNCLASSIFIED)
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2015 12:40:38 PM

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

-----Original Message-----
From: Hiser, Jonathan A SWL
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 12:03 PM
To: nextemps@live.com
Cc: Case, Mark J SWL; Caldwell, Bruce W SWL; Coburn, Dana O SWL; CESWL-PA SWL
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Little Rock District Contact Form: Bull Shoals Master Plan (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Mr. Fels,

Thank you for your comment regarding Bull Shoals Lake's future.  I agree Bull Shoals is a unique natural resource
 and recognize it's importance to many people.  As you may be aware, the Little Rock District Corps of Engineers is
 revising the master plan for Bull Shoals Lake and the public comment period for the draft plan and environmental
 assessment is currently open thru September 11.  I encourage you to visit the master plan website
http://go.usa.gov/3fZsG to review the those documents and to submit a comment (using the comment card link)
 directly to the planning team for incorporation into final documents.  Again, thank you for taking the time to contact
 us and if I can be of further assistance, please contact me by email or at the phone number below.

Jon Hiser
Operations Project Manager
Bull Shoals and Norfork Dams and Lakes
501-340-1432

-----Original Message-----
From: noreply@dma.mil [mailto:noreply@dma.mil]
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 10:01 AM
To: CESWL-MH SWL
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Little Rock District Contact Form: Bull Shoals Master Plan

This message was sent from the Little Rock District website.

Message From: Joe Fels

Email: nextemps@live.com

Response requested: Yes

Message:
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Please do not change the area use plan to allow for private ownership/development of any part of Bull Shoals
 shoreline. We do not want this natural and pristine forest and shoreline to be blemished by commercial or
 residential development. Failure to protect and retain this current natural environment will result in converting Bull
 Shoals into Lake of the Ozarks, a small boater&#39;s/angler&#39;s recreational nightmare.
Thank you.

Joe Fels

----------------------------------

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE
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From: STAN TRAUTH
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Cc: Caldwell, Bruce W SWL
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision...
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2015 12:32:59 PM
Attachments: 262 - JAAS.V65p133-137.Collared Lizards.pdf

289 - JAAS.V67p209-210.Collared Lizards.pdf

Hello Dana – I left a message on your office phone a couple days ago.  I wish to speak to you about a possible Glade
 Restoration project for a Collared Lizard community on Bull Shoals Lake (BSL).  I feel this project fits well within
 Alternative 2 of the BSL Master Plan Revision.  I had proposed this idea several years ago to Bruce Caldwell (and
 others) at the Mountain Home Corps office.  I visited the office and spoke to Bruce and others about the project.

I have a personal interest in seeing this proposal come to fruition.  I grew up in the Noe Creek area (Promise Land
 Ridge) of BSL.  My family moved there from St. Louis in 1955 when I was 7 years old.  My sisters and I still own a
 house on Promise Land Ridge that overlooks Noe Creek.

I have attached two publications that basically summary my research and ideas about the need for glade restoration
 for Collared Lizards along the shoreline (above power pool level).

I would appreciate discussing this matter with your research staff.

Sincerely,

Stan Trauth, Ph.D.

 Professor of Zoology

Dr. Stan Trauth

Professor

Department of Biological Sciences

Arkansas State University

P.O. Box 599

State University, AR 72467-0599
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Office Phone #:  870.972.3111

Home Page - BLOCKEDmyweb.astate.edu/strauth/BLOCKED

“Have Microtome—Will Section” SET 2015

“Get down to earth with salamanders” SET 2014

”Salamandria” – Check it out on Amazon!

Home Page – BLOCKEDsalamandria.org/BLOCKED

President (2012-2013), The Herpetologists' League

Co-founder and Special Publications Editor, Herpetological Conservation and Biology

final-color
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Rapid Reservoir Inundation Causes Complete Extirpation of the Eastern Collared
Lizard (Crotaphytus collaris) Along the Shoreline of Bull Shoals Lake

in Northern Arkansas

S.E. Trauth

Department of Biological Sciences, Arkansas State University, P.O. Box 599, State University, AR 72467-0599

Correspondence: strauth@astate.edu

Abstract

The eastern collared lizard (Crotaphytus collaris)
is a large saxicolous predatory lizard, which dwells in
patchy, cedar glade environments characteristic of
much of the Ozarks. The species can also be found in
scattered populations along rocky shoreline habitats of
large impoundment reservoirs of northern Arkansas.
These lizards time their entrance into and exit from
underground, overwintering retreats with decreasing
and increasing ambient temperatures of the fall and
spring months. During an average spring, several
sustained days of warm temperatures from mid-March
into April are the primary environmental cues for
collared lizards to exit their shelters. Excessive
winter/spring precipitation in the Arkansas Ozarks,
however, can drastically alter reservoir hydrology of
the impoundments on the White River system. In
years of catastrophic flood conditions, such as in 2008,
the rapid inundation of suitable shoreline habitats
preceded the exiting of lizards from hibernation
burrows; thus, these populations of collared lizards
(i.e., those that occurred along both Bull Shoals and
Norfork lakes) were effectively entombed in their
hibernation burrows, which putatively resulted in a
complete population crash of this species within
exposed shoreline environments.

Introduction

During the late 1940s and early 1950s, the U. S.
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) constructed two
large hydroelectric dams/flood control impoundments
(Bull Shoals and Norfork lakes) on the lower stretches
of the White River system. The reservoirs inundated
this drainage region in both the Ozarks of northern
Arkansas and southern Missouri. Following the
construction of dams and their gradual filling, these
lakes have routinely experienced fluctuating
hydrologies due to the variable amounts of annual
precipitation that fall in the Ozarks. Several years, in

particular, have experienced severe late winter/early
spring rains. For example, the normal power pool level
of Bull Shoals Lake is 654 ft. above sea level, and
flood pool is 691 ft. Over its history, the lake water
levels regularly fluctuate between 630 ft. and 680 ft.
Four notable flooding events, however, have occurred
on Bull Shoals Lake during its 58+ year history. A
water level of 694.4 ft. above sea level was recorded
on July 2, 1957, and a similar flood level was reached
on May 9, 1990 at 691.4 ft. On June 18, 2002, the lake
reached a level of 688.8 ft, and the highest water level
ever recorded occurred on April 15, 2008, at 695.03 ft.
(http://www.swl-wc.usace.army.mil/mcharts.htm).

The eastern collared lizard, Crotaphytus collaris,
inhabits Ozark sandstone or limestone exposed
environments, commonly called “cedar glades,” which
are scattered throughout the Ozark Highlands in
Arkansas and Missouri. These natural habitats occupy
around 200,000 hectares in each state (Crawford et al.,
1969). The size of individual cedar glades varies
greatly from less than 0.1 hectare to many hectares.
Cedar glade habitats are mostly dry open areas of
exposed, eroded sedimentary bedrock or igneous rocks
that are often accompanied by other rocky
outcroppings, which exhibit little or no vegetation
(Baskin and Baskin 2000). Crotaphytus collaris often
dwells in these patchy, cedar glade environments
(Angert et al. 2002); this species can also be found in
scattered populations along the rocky shoreline habitats
of man-made reservoirs.

These lizards time their entrance into and exit from
underground, overwintering retreats to decreasing and
increasing ambient temperatures of the fall and spring
months (Trauth et al. 2004). During an average spring,
several sustained days of warm temperatures from mid-
March into April, are the primary environmental cues
for eastern collared lizards to exit their overwintering
shelters.

The objective of the present paper is to provide a
historic account of the impact of reservoir inundation
on populations of the eastern collared lizard along the
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shoreline of Bull Shoals Lake in northern Arkansas.
This information reveals the dramatic effects that
periodic flooding episodes can have on shoreline
habitats along with the resulting extirpation of lizard
populations occupying these shoreline environments.

Materials and Methods

Historic collection localities for Crotaphytus
collaris along the shoreline of Bull Shoals Lake (Fig.
1) have been visited periodically for the presence of
lizards since 1971. These localities are described
elsewhere (Trauth 1974). Two of these historic
habitats have received more scrutiny for lizard activity
than others over the years. On occasion, photo
vouchers or museum specimens were gathered at these
two sites. Historic collection site 1 is located on
Promise Land Ridge at the end of Promise Land Road
(Marion County: 36°24’20.22”N; 92°34’26.38”W).
The shoreline is a southeast-facing exposure of shelf
rock that is intermittently vegetated with various
annual and perennial grasses and other annual
herbaceous plants. This site, until recently, has
supported a lizard population for at least 55 years (S.
Trauth, pers. observ.). This lizard population has also
tolerated human traffic and disturbances for the same
amount of time. Shoreline vegetation above the flood
pool level at this site is a mixture of oak-hickory
deciduous hardwoods and, to a lesser extent, some
eastern red cedar. Historic site 2 is a southwest-facing,
moderately-inclined, rocky tiered-bluff shoreline (Fig.
2) situated along the former White River channel
between Howard and Noe creeks (Marion County:
36°23’50.36”N; 92°33’12.37”W). Access to historic
site 2 is accomplished only by boat. Shoreline
vegetation is minimal here with sparse areas of annual
and perennial grasses and annual herbs below the flood
pool level. Dominant woody vegetation immediately
above the flood pool level is mostly eastern red cedar
with some oak-hickory hardwoods.

Results and Discussion

During the past 58 years, populations of
Crotaphytus collaris have persisted in spite of the
unpredictably of the environmentally disturbed rocky
shoreline habitats that surround this reservoir. During
the reservoir’s early years and following the lake’s
initial inundation, a severe drought (1953-1955) in the
area depleted the water table level, which created
emigration corridors for these lizards as they expanded
their populations horizontally from native habitats into

newly exposed rocky environments. A critical
measure of the sustainability of these new lizard
populations, however, still exists today; i.e., the
interplay between the timing of the fluctuating
hydrology of the lake and the phenological life cycle of
the lizard. During the catastrophic flood of 1957 (and
in those years immediately following the flood), C.
collaris undoubtedly survived by moving into higher
elevations (native cedar glade environments contiguous
to the lake shore) above the flood pool water level and,
thereby, the lizards effectively outpaced the rising
flood waters, which peaked on July 2 of that year.
Favorable habitat conditions above the flood pool level
of the young reservoir were presumably remnants of
native xeric habitats that were still prevalent at that
time above the exposed shoreline. In years following
the 1957 flood, the original riparian shoreline
vegetation above power pool was now wiped out, thus
creating an open environment that allowed for
immediate access by lizards, and their populations
presumably increased. I repeatedly observed
populations of this lizard at historic site 1 throughout
the 1960s, a circumstance that actually led me into
investigating the biology of this lizard species in
Arkansas as well as to document additional populations
(via water access) along much of Bull Shoals Lake’s
lower shoreline during the lizard activity seasons of
1971 and 1972 (Trauth 1974).

The ability of lizard populations to survive rapid
inundation of the lake can also be linked to the exact
timing of each flooding episode. The 1957 high water
mark was reached during mid summer at a time when
most reproductive behaviors were waning, leading
possibly to less contact between adult lizards and their
predators within the high water line habitats. In
addition, adult gravid females were capable of laying
their egg clutches in non-inundated microhabitats, thus
insuring progeny for the next generation.

Another flooding event similar to the hydrological
conditions of 1957 occurred again in 1990 (Fig. 3). As
was the case in 1957, the high water mark was reached
at a time (May 9) that, presumably, did not interfere
with successful courtship and mating activities (for
details on the reproductive cycles in this species, see
Trauth 1978, 1979). Again, lizards were observed
during the spring of 1992 at historic site 1
(photographic confirmation by B. A. Trauth, unpubl.).

A third flooding event, recorded in 2002, largely
mirrored the previous two described above. In that
year the high water mark occurred on June 18.
Evidence for lizard survival of this inundation was
recorded three years later at historic site 2 on August 9,
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2005 (Fig. 2). My graduate student (Phillip Stewart)
and I were able to capture and release several adults
perched high on this bluffy shoreline on this date. We
did not, however, observe any lizards at other historic
sites, and, in particular, none was observed at historic
site 1. This paucity of visual recording for this species
in August is not totally surprising at this time of the
year, given that all adults had ceased reproductive
activity, had become mostly lethargic, and had escaped
the intense summer heat by retreating into shelters
during most of the day.

Figure 1. Historic collection sites (solid symbols) for Crotaphytus
collaris along shoreline of Bull Shoals Lake in northern Arkansas.
Collection sites designated as 1 and 2 are discussed in the text.
Locality data are from Trauth (1974).

Figure 2. Historic collection site 2 for Crotaphytus collaris along
Bull Shoals Lake in northern Arkansas, as seen on August 9, 2005.
Arrow points to power pool level. Graduate student, Phillip
Stewart, can be seen standing in the upper left quadrant of the
photo.

A fourth flooding event, which occurred in 2008,
resulted in the most devastating inundation of all high-
water episodes recorded for this lake. It represents the
worst case scenario for not only populations of
Crotaphytus collaris, but also for any poikilothermic

vertebrate species unfortunate enough to have
overwintered in underground denning sites in shoreline
habitat retreats situated below the flood pool level on
this lake. Calamitous conditions arose due to severe
and unseasonable, late winter/early spring rainfall,
which caused a rapid inundation of the reservoir with
the high water mark being reached on April 15 (Fig. 4).
The greatest amount of rainfall, 6.59 inches, occurred
over a 3-day period (March 18-20) and contributed to a
rapid rise in the water table from 658.4 ft. to 678.4 ft.
in 14 days. Most populations of C. collaris had not
become active at this time and could not have escaped

Figure 3. Variation in the Bull Shoals Lake water table levels for
the March-May time intervals from 1989-1992. Time separation
between symbols equals 15 days. Arrow indicates power pool
level.

Figure 4. Variation in the Bull Shoals Lake water table levels for
March-April time intervals from 2003-2008. Time separation
between symbols equals 15 days.
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this initial rapid rise in the water table. Presumably, all
lizards dwelling within the lower lakeshore habitats
were lost by submersion. An additional 6.09 inches of
rainfall fell between April 1and April 15, resulting in a
final rise of 16.6 ft. to reach flood pool. During these
two weeks, any lizards occupying higher shoreline
habitat levels were submerged, forced out of their
primary dens into unsuitable hardwood habitats, or
became easy prey items for predators. Ultimately, no
optimal cover rocks, basking perches, or open habitats
were accessible above the flood pool level in virtually
all lower lake shorelines; consequently, all populations
of this lizard presumably suffered a catastrophic crash.

I visited historic sites 1 and 2 (Fig. 5) as well as
five others on May 18, 2010; the power pool level of
the lake then was 660.3 ft. Upon habitat inspection,
normal shoreline features of the past were evident. A
preponderance of driftwood along the flood pool mark
was present; otherwise, I saw no obvious indication
that a flood had occurred two years prior in these
exposed shorelines. I examined the dominant rocky
ledges and outcroppings where lizards had been
common in the past. I found no lizards or traces of
Crotaphytus collaris scats (an indication of recent
saurian surface activity) in any of the historic sites.
Thus far in May, the lake region had experienced 10
days of over 24.0° C (75.0° F) temperatures, more than
sufficient, thermally, for collared lizard activity.

As Bull Shoals Lake has aged over its six decades
of existence, natural vegetational succession as well as
succession exacerbated by human intervention has

Figure 5. Historic site 2 (in background; see Fig. 2) on Bull Shoals
Lake on May 18, 2010. Notice separation between vegetation at
the flood pool level (above arrow) and exposed shoreline (below
arrow).

greatly modified native glade habitats lying above the
flood pool mark. A major cause for alarm regarding
lizard population survivorship is directly related to the
overall loss of remnant shoreline glades, largely absent
today due to a combination of continual encroachment
of the hardwood forests and the overgrowth of cedar
thickets in former glade environments. The
suppression of fire is a major contributing factor
leading to loss of native glade habitats (Trauth 1989,
Brisson et al 2003).

A complete population crash would seem to be a
rare event for these lizards along Bull Shoals Lake.
One would generally assume that some lizards should
have survived by escaping into remote or marginal
habitats above the flood pool level. The most
representative habitat to possess a combination of
suitable above flood-pool features for Crotaphytus
collaris is located along the shoreline at historic site 2.
Several sheer rocky, bluff exposures (as shown in Fig.
2), however, could not have easily accommodated
lizards in 2008. Moreover, an examination of average
daytime and nighttime temperatures as well as total
precipitation for the 17-day time period (March 1-17)
prior to the 2008 flood surge strongly suggest that most
lizards would not have ventured far out of their local
denning sites, making escape to higher ground highly
unlikely. For example, the average nighttime low
temperature was 0.8° C (32.9° F), and the average
daytime high temperature was 14.0° C (57.4° F) during
this time period. In addition, during the first week of
March, 3 snowfalls occurred and only on 2 consecutive
days (13th and 14th) did daytime high temperatures
reach beyond 21° C (70° F). Collared lizards generally
require 2-3 days of intense sunshine at this time of year
to initiate departure from overwintering retreats and
provide sufficient warmth for the onset of territorial,
basking, and predatory behavior.

Few land use/management practices or glade
rehabilitation efforts have been conducted on Bull
Shoals Lake to enhance the historic native
environments that immediately surround the lake
shore. One notable exception can be found on the
Point 6 peninsula in Big Sister Creek (Marion County:
36°25’44.63”N; 92°34’26.08”W), where USACE
biologists and fire management personnel have begun
restoring a native glade with the use of prescribed
burns (Jon Hiser and Bruce Caldwell, pers. comm.).
Another possible exception would be Jones Point
Wildlife Management Area (36°26’24.43”N;
92°42’38.90”W), a mostly isolated upland (757 ft.)
peninsula where populations of Crotaphytus collaris
still exist on native glades.
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Conclusions

Catastrophic reservoir inundation, like the one that
occurred on Bull Shoals Lake in 2008, presumably
resulted in the localized extirpation of the eastern
collared lizard, Crotaphytus collaris. This lizard
species had become adapted to a highly disturbed
ecosystem by its occupation of a flood-prone, semi-
natural shoreline habitat. Vegetative succession
through time had essentially eliminated any potential
ecological corridor for escape or avoidance of an
unfavorable environmental condition, such as a flood.
The ecological instability of this lizard’s linear habitat
dramatizes the need to maintain biodiversity in man-
made semi-natural ecosystems for the preservation and
well-being of native species. (Addendum: Following
the submission of this manuscript in April 2011, Bull
Shoals Lake set a new record high water level at
696.46 ft. on May 28, 2011.)
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Two hydroelectric dams were constructed between
the late 1940s and early 1950s by the United States
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) along the White
River system. These dams have resulted in fluctuating
pool levels especially within the last decade. Recently,
from 2004-2011, Bull Shoals Lake has experienced
drastic variation in the water table levels creating
"flooding events" in which water levels rose nearly 50
ft above the normal level. The highest recorded water
level was reached on May 28, 2011 at 696.46 ft
(http://bullshoals.uslakes.info/Level.asp).

The Eastern Collared Lizard, Crotaphytus collaris,
is found among cedar glades in the Ozark Highlands in
Arkansas and Missouri. This saxicolous (rock
dwelling) species is rarely (if ever) observed in a forest
terrain (Angert et al. 2002, Trauth et al. 2004). In 2011,
Trauth (2011) deemed the population at Bull Shoals
Lake in Marion County, Arkansas completely
extirpated, which resulted from inundation of the
reservoir. As a result the population is not likely to
recover due to "isolated populations of very small
effective sizes" are "particularly vulnerable to
extinction" (Hutchinson and Templeton, 1999).
Furthermore, the closest extant population is 3 miles
from the Bull Shoals population separated by forested
habitat which limits dispersal capabilities.

Since the Eastern Collared Lizard restricts its range
to cedar glades or glade-like rocky habitats,
overwintering must occur in underground hibernacula
along the glade ridden shoreline of Bull Shoals Lake.
Fluctuations in ambient temperatures act as
environmental cues for these lizards to enter and exit
their underground hibernacula. According to Trauth
(2011), the timing of the massive increases in water
levels coincided with a time at which the Eastern
Collared Lizards at this locale had not yet emerged
from their hibernacula.

Collared lizards located along these glade
shorelines were unable to retreat to higher ground,
trapped in the underground hibernacula and were

subjected to drowning because of the combination of
local habitat restriction and rapid rise of water table
levels. Other poikilothermic species, such as the Fence
Lizard, Sceloporus consobrinus, were able to avoid this
catastrophe as a large number of individuals are found
in forest terrain at higher elevations (Angert et al.
2002).

Trauth (2011) noticed a drastic decline in the
population of Crotaphytus collaris in 2010 when
searching historic localities. Although Trauth declared
the population "extirpated" in his 2011 publication, he
strongly doubted this to be the case and stated "a
complete population crash would seem unlikely... [as]
one would generally assume that some lizards should
have survived."

During a three day trip (May 20-22, 2012), we
traversed many historic areas of Crotaphytus collaris
in search for lizards. A total of 26 man hours was
devoted to searching for lizards along the Bull Shoals
Lake shorelines. Observations were made by traversing
the shoreline in a boat and by walking along the
shoreline flipping rocks or examining perch rocks.
During this trip a single female (possibly gravid, as
evidenced by expanded girth) was located at one of the
historic sites (T20N, R15W, Sec 16) (Fig. 1, square).
The female was observed along the rocky glade
shoreline approximately 5-10 m from the shoreline.

This area (Fig. 2) consists of glade habitat until the
edgeline of the forest terrain and even some large rocks
within the outer rim of the forested area which could
have provided refuge for some lizards during the
flooding periods. Upon capture of the female she was
visually inspected for any external abnormalities,
photographed, and released at historic site 1 in order to
observe future activity of this lizard (Fig. 1, polygon).

As a result of our search efforts the claims made by
Trauth (2011) appear to be premature. However,
determining if the population was truly extirpated and
then recolonized or if the population was never fully
extirpated may need further investigation. This finding
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From: Judith Childress
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Bull Shoals Masterplan 2015
Date: Sunday, August 16, 2015 3:20:13 PM

Dana Coburn,
 We are property owners in the Oakland area on the lake.  My husband and I are very much in favor of the
 alternative 4 plan- maximum conservation.
 We very much appreciate the natural state of the area and lake.  Our opinion is that you do a tremendous job of
 keeping it as natural as possible by limiting outside pressures ( boat size, number of docks).
 It is great to feel safe boating anytime of day in any size boat with family members of all ages just as it was when I

 was a kid.
Thanks for your efforts!
Job well done,
Jim and Judy Childress
Sent from my iPhone
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From: Ben Hunter
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Master Plan
Date: Saturday, August 22, 2015 6:30:32 PM

Alternative number two would be my selection.

There is one thing that bothers me about all of this.  I was thinking about when I first saw Bull Shoals lake many
 years ago.  I first purchased my property when I was still several years from retirement.  Although I only had 70
 acres of woods at the side of the lake I had visions of what it could be.  I had plans for my retirement home and a
 boat dock etc., and dreamed about it for years before I actually got to move here and do it.

But what a disappointment it would have been, IF, while I was just dreaming in my mind about it all, something like
 this came along and changed the rules so that I could not have a boat dock.  I believe that the process of boat dock
 approval should be done to consider the land owner on an individual basis rather than just collaring in a portion on
 the shore line and saying “NO DOCKS” or “DOCK APPROVED AREA”.  I understand that some areas are not
 acceptable due to water conditions but some compassion should be considered for the land owners.

I also do not think we need any more commercial property or marinas.  With that comes more boat traffic and more
 erosion of the shoreline.  I was looking out on the lake a few days ago and every boat that came past was pulling
 something behind it.  A tube, aboard or something, and most of them had a stereo blasting and a lot of screaming
 and yelling going on.

I believe everyone should enjoy the lake in their own way but in my opinion we already are getting extensive use in
 some.  The beauty of the lake is the lake itself…..let’s keep it that way.

Ben Hunter

USA, USN

Retired
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From: David Hollabaugh
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comments on Revised Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 6:16:15 PM

8/24/15

Dana Coburn, Chief

Environmental Branch, Planning and Environmental

USACE Little Rock District

PO Box 867

Little Rock, AR 72203

Subject: Comments on draft revised Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan, the draft EA and the potential impact of the four
 alternatives

I have been coming to Bull Shoals Lake several times per year since 1975 when I did my scuba open water checkout
 with the University of Missouri – Columbia.  My primary interests are skiing and diving.

1 - Slalom skiing is wholesome, family oriented recreation that utilizes a fairly minimal 2200’ or so of water for a
 slalom course.  I am 62 years old and still skiing and barefooting, along with my children and now grandchildren.
 For many years we placed a portable slalom course in a dog leg, dead end cove off of Sister Creek near Point 6 with
 no issues from locals or local law enforcement.  In August 2014 Jim Woods of Wood’s Landing Resort was forced
 to remove a slalom course from this cove under threat of confiscation and charge for removal.  In discussing this
 with your Jamie Camp at the public meeting in Theodosia on 8/6/15 I was told that slalom courses are considered a
 hazard/obstruction to navigation.  There needs to be a reasonable way to accommodate this recreational use.  I
 recommend that a portable course be allowed to be installed for up to 9 days with no permit, marked with the
 owner’s name and local contact information.  For longer than 9 days, an inexpensive permit system should be
 provided.  There should be no liability to the course owner.  This is really no different than a fisherman with jugs.
 If I hung a hook on each one of my slalom balls with identification and checked it once per day, would that be
 considered fishing?

2 - I am a private pilot and have investigated purchasing property at Lost Mine Airport near Pontiac.  The primary
 reason I have not made a purchase is that none of the available properties comes with a dock permit.  Without a
 dock permit to keep my ski boat on the lake, I have no interest in purchasing property.  I believe the dock permit
 system is archaic and needs to be liberalized.

3 - I suggest some type of length limit, horsepower limit or decibel limit on boats to preclude Bull Shoals Lake
 becoming another Lake of the Ozarks.  Single engine competition ski boats should be allowed.  How is it that large,
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 noisy boats and wakeboard boats that throw off huge wakes are acceptable use, and yet a slalom course is not.

I request a response to each of my comments above.

Please acknowledge receipt of these comments.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the revised master plan.

David S. Hollabaugh, P.E.

8525 Pitcher Rd.

Fulton, MO 65251-6682

dhollaba@ktis.net <mailto:dhollaba@ktis.net>

573-220-8450

________________________________

Avast logo <Blockedhttps://www.avast.com/antivirus>  This email has been checked for viruses by Avast
 antivirus software.
Blockedwww.avast.com <Blockedhttps://www.avast.com/antivirus>
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From: Mark Zimmer
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] BS Master plan comments
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2015 6:34:32 PM

Mark Zimmer
15 Zimmer Trl.
Midway, Ar. 72651

zimssabbatical@suddenlink.net

Attn: Dana Coburn, Chief,Environmental Branch,USACE,
Little Rock District,
P.O. Box 867, Little Rock, Ar. 72203

It appears to me that the decision concerning the new plan has already been made prior to the public comments
 period due to the fact that Alternative 2 is the (Preferred Alternative). According to whom I'm not sure? However,
 with the possibility the Corps is truly interested in my comments then here we go.

What alternative best encompasses your (my) vision for the future of Bull Shoals Lake?

First, as a citizen of the area with a concern for the dying economic interest in our small towns, resorts and
 restaurants surrounding the lake, I was disappointed to see that an alternative to actually increase the area of
 development or stimulate economic growth was not offered. Therefore I must opt for the (Don’t make it any worse
 then it is) Alternative 1- No Action.

As a private dock owner with a real interest abutting the government strip, and since none of the alternatives affect
 me, my bigger concern will be with the new shoreline management plan.

What, if any, changes would you ( I ) like to see to this alternative?

I would like to see a small to moderate increase in the amount of area available for new development to support and
 accommodate the growing population of the the Twin Lakes area of a type that would also promote tourism. For
 example, at one time the lake was dotted by swimming docks maintained by resort and private owners. They have
 since been removed and are no longer permitted. As a result local citizens as well as tourist are forced to swim at or
 near the area launching ramps. This is both dangerous for those swimming and those trying to launch. There is a
 definite need for the development of more public swimming access areas. More parking is also need at the existing
 launch sites.

There also needs to be additional room set aside for future growth ie. new lodging, dock space...
I, like most others I have talked to, don’t want our lake to resemble a “Lake of the Ozarks” look or even anywhere
 near the development seen at Table Rock or Beaver. However we must not kid ourselves into thinking that the area
 will not grow in population and we must remain flexible and prepared to accommodate these changes in a
 responsible way as they come up.

Additional Comments:

It has became obvious to me by reading the “Water Control Plan – Chapter 7 for the White River Basin” and by
 experiencing the massive flooding that has occurred not only this year but in ‘08’ and ‘11’, that Bull shoals is the
 primary flood control impoundment to protect the interest of not only the farming community down stream but also
 the economic interests of Table Rock Lake. By giving back 5 feet of space in the lake due to minimum flow, one
 can only assume these flood conditions will continually occur on a more frequent basis. I would hope the Corp
 would be a bit more considerate at these such times and overlook some minor offenses that those of us with docks
 must take to protect our property. This is a discussion more appropriate for the up coming SMP revisions.
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I certainly hope the end of this exercise will produce a plan that will be a benefit to both protect the beauty of our
 lake as well as to those who live near it and to those who visit.
Lets not make the same mistake of appropriating millions of dollars to retrofit the dam for minimum flow to protect
 our trout population only then to not fund the hatchery, a rare piece of infrastructure that actually generates income
 for the federal government as opposed to the redistribution thereof.

Sincerely,

Mark Zimmer
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From: papsareb@aol.com
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] master plan
Date: Friday, August 28, 2015 1:41:47 PM

Sent from Windows Mail
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From: Rick
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] What can be done for Howard Creek road access
Date: Friday, August 28, 2015 1:56:46 PM

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Karla Bouck
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Cc: Case, Mark J SWL
Subject: [EXTERNAL] CommentBullShoals Lake Master Plan Revision and Environmental Assessment
Date: Saturday, August 29, 2015 9:09:48 PM
Attachments: BullShoals Lake Endorsement.docx

Dear Ms. Coburn,
Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments on the Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision and Environmental Assessment.  Please find my comment
 with the word document attachment or below in the email text.  I found my experience as a member of the water quality focus group to be a very positive and
 rewarding experience.  The Army Corp staff were very professional and informative.  The maps were very well done with great detail.  Please do not hesitate
 to contact me if additional comments or information are needed or if I can be of further assistance.
Sincerely,
Dr. K. Bouck

Comment Bull Shoal Lake Master Plan Revision and Environmental Assessment

Karla P. Bouck, DVM

High School Science Teacher

867 Barking Frog Lane

Mountain Home, AR 72653

Karla@creeksideplc.com

Questions from Comment Document

Blockedhttp://www.swl.usace.army.mil/Portals/50/docs/planningandenvironmental/BS%20draft%20Written%20Comments%20Form%2020150715_FINAL.pdf

What alternative best encompasses your vision for the future of Bull Shoals Lake?

Master Plan Alternative 2, Moderate Conservation.

What, if any, changes would you like to see to this alternative?

None

Additional Comments:

Bull Shoal Lake--Where Water Generates Life!

I was grateful to have the opportunity to participate on the water quality focus group for the Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan.  In a world with diminishing fresh
 water supplies, preserving this high quality fresh water source makes economic and common sense.  I endorse Proposed Master Plan Alternative 2, Moderate
 Conservation, for this valuable multiuse resource.  Master Plan 2 is a sound compromise that incorporates both nature preservation and commercial
 development.

Bull Shoals Lake is “where water generates life” (mission statement of Bull Shoals-White River State Park.)  The lake nurtures wildlife from the fish in its
 depths to the rare birds and plants along its banks.  It is a valuable fresh water drinking source to many towns nestled near the Lake.  Bull Shoals Lake
 provides world class fishing and boating opportunities to support tourism.  Tourism is the lifeblood of the Twin Lakes area.  The dam generates valuable
 electricity.  All of these uses must be weighed when developing a Master Plan.

The Ozarks is a very special and unique region in North America, and Bull Shoals Lake is its gem.  I am grateful that it does not have the flashing lights of
 Branson or Lake of the Ozarks.  Its darkness allows me take students to its banks to view stars through a telescope.  When I close my eyes and think of Bull
 Shoals Lake, I see vast stretches of blue water with birds of prey swirling above green hills.  My vision is picturesque, pristine, and special.  This is the view
 that brings so many retirees and campers to Bull Shoals White River State Park.  The lake provides a beautiful place for families to recreate and fish.  Natural
 beauty and healthy lifestyle is why we chose to raise our family here.  Please preserve this resource so that my son’s family and future generations may
 someday drink its water and enjoy a good splash on hot day.
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Comment Bull Shoal Lake Master Plan Revision and Environmental Assessment 

Karla P. Bouck, DVM 
High School Science Teacher 
867 Barking Frog Lane 
Mountain Home, AR 72653 
Karla@creeksideplc.com 
 

What alternative best encompasses your vision for the future of Bull Shoals Lake? 
Master Plan Alternative 2, Moderate Conservation. 
 
What, if any, changes would you like to see to this alternative 
None 
 
Additional Comments:   
Bull Shoal Lake--Where Water Generates Life! 

I was grateful to have the opportunity to participate on the water quality focus group for the 
Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan.  In a world with diminishing fresh water supplies, preserving this high 
quality fresh water source makes economic and common sense.  I endorse Proposed Master Plan 
Alternative 2, Moderate Conservation, for this valuable multiuse resource.  Master Plan 2 is a sound 
compromise that incorporates both nature preservation and commercial development.   

Bull Shoals Lake is “where water generates life” (mission statement of Bull Shoals-White River 
State Park.)  The lake nurtures wildlife from the fish in its depths to the rare birds and plants along its 
banks.  It is a valuable fresh water drinking source to many towns nestled near the Lake.  Bull Shoals 
Lake provides world class fishing and boating opportunities to support tourism.  Tourism is the lifeblood 
of the Twin Lakes area.  The dam generates valuable electricity.  All of these uses must be weighed when 
developing a Master Plan.    

The Ozarks is a very special and unique region in North America, and Bull Shoals Lake is its gem.   
I am grateful that it does not have the flashing lights of Branson or Lake of the Ozarks.  Its darkness 
allows me take students to its banks to view stars through a telescope.  When I close my eyes and think 
of Bull Shoals Lake, I see vast stretches of blue water with birds of prey swirling above green hills.  My 
vision is picturesque, pristine, and special.  This is the view that brings so many retirees and campers to 
Bull Shoals White River State Park.  The lake provides a beautiful place for families to recreate and fish.  
Natural beauty and healthy lifestyle is why we chose to raise our family here.  Please preserve this 
resource so that my son’s family and future generations may someday drink its water and enjoy a good 
splash on hot day.   
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From: Fred Pfeiffer
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Bull Shoals Lake Master Pan
Date: Sunday, August 30, 2015 11:42:52 AM
Attachments: BS draft Written Comments Form 20150715_FINAL.pdf

 To: US Army Corps,

Tried to summit form by summit button on form, but did not work. I hope this process does work,

Thank you for opportunity to share our thoughts regard the Future of Bull Shoals Lake

We very much enjoy this lake and we never want this lake to look and feel like Lake of the Ozarks or even Table
Rock Lake.

Look forward to hearing from you regarding next steps and Revision of Master Plan

Fred Pfeiffer

4012 McBride Ro

Protem, Mo 65733
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Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision 
and Environmental Assessment 

Please use this form to provide your comments on the draft revised Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan, the draft Environmental 
Assessment (EA) and the potential impacts of the four alternatives. The draft Master Plan and EA may be found on the website at 
http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. Feel free to take extra forms.  Comments must be submitted by September 11, 2015 to USACE at the 
addresses below. 

PLEASE PRINT 

Name/Organization: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Email: ______________________________________________  

 

What alternative best encompasses your vision for the future of Bull Shoals Lake? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What, if any, changes would you like to see to this alternative? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Additional Comments:_______________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Comments may be submitted via mail, email, fax or the project website with attention to: Dana Coburn, Chief, 
Environmental Branch, Planning and Environmental, USACE, Little Rock District, P.O. Box 867, Little Rock, AR 72203. Fax: 
(501) 324-5605, Email: CESWL-BSMasterPlan@usace.army.mil, Website: http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. 

Written comments must be postmarked, e-mailed, faxed, or otherwise submitted by September 11, 2015. 
--PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT INSTRUCTIONS:  AUTHORITY: ER 1130 2 550, and the laws and regulations referenced therein.  PRINCIPAL PURPOSE(S): To provide a means for the maximum practicable public participation in 

Master Plan formulation, preparation and subsequent revisions, through the use of public meetings, group workshops, open houses or other public involvement.  ROUTINE USE(S): Information you provide will be 
available for public review or may be disclosed to members of the Department of Defense or other Government agencies who have a need for the information in performance of their official duties, and where use of such 
information is compatible with the purpose for which the information is collected.  DISCLOSURE: Voluntary; however, failure to furnish the requested information may prevent the Agency from being able to direct meeting 
notices or provide additional information to commenters.  
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4012 McBride Road, Protem, Mo 65733

Fred Pfeiffer

fred_pfeiffer@hotmail.com

Alternative 3. As we would like a small portion of our property designated as Low Density use for the purpose of a future 2 stall boat dock and trail

As we are getting older this would greatly improve our enjoyment and recreational use of the lake

We see an area similar to this on Alt. 3 plan in cove across from point 24, at end of that cove

Again, Alt. 3 with an additional low density use area on our property, so we can better take advandage of the use of the lake for us and our

children and grand children. Would like the opportunity of a 2 stall boat dock and trail closer to our properity

We are located on Shoal Creek, which has many private and community docks located on it. We are told there was a permit for a boat dock

at some point in time but no one took advantage of this permit. These are based on conversations at the meetings with Tony and others from the Corp.

If this option is not available, we would ask to have one additional boat stall in our community 4 stall boat dock

located in a cove across from point 24. This would allow us to share this space with our children and grand children and to locate our fishing boat

onto the water to ease our use of the lake and the opportunities this great lake offers. Additionally, our property is designated Environmentally Sensitive,

we think due to it possibly being a Glade. We would like to remove additional Red Cedars, as our Conservation magazine state they

are the biggest destroyer of a Glade and very invasive. Further, Cedars pose a great fire risk to our land and home. Also, would like

to see the big Power boats, limited to 30 feet, could be done be limiting large boat dock, No Lake of O
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Dana Coburn, Chief Environmental Branch 
Planning and Environmental  
Little Rock District 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers  
P.O. Box 867 
Little Rock, AR  72203 
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From: Fred Pfeiffer
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Bullshoals Lake Master Plan comments
Date: Wednesday, September 02, 2015 2:58:58 PM
Attachments: BS cathy draft Written Comments Form 20150715_FINAL.pdf

Thank You, for allowing comments, hope this gets to you...

Cathy Pfeiffer

cathy_pfeiffer@hotmail.com

cell 660-429-2001
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Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision 
and Environmental Assessment 

Please use this form to provide your comments on the draft revised Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan, the draft Environmental 
Assessment (EA) and the potential impacts of the four alternatives. The draft Master Plan and EA may be found on the website at 
http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. Feel free to take extra forms.  Comments must be submitted by September 11, 2015 to USACE at the 
addresses below. 

PLEASE PRINT 

Name/Organization: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Email: ______________________________________________  

 

What alternative best encompasses your vision for the future of Bull Shoals Lake? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What, if any, changes would you like to see to this alternative? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Additional Comments:_______________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Comments may be submitted via mail, email, fax or the project website with attention to: Dana Coburn, Chief, 
Environmental Branch, Planning and Environmental, USACE, Little Rock District, P.O. Box 867, Little Rock, AR 72203. Fax: 
(501) 324-5605, Email: CESWL-BSMasterPlan@usace.army.mil, Website: http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. 

Written comments must be postmarked, e-mailed, faxed, or otherwise submitted by September 11, 2015. 
--PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT INSTRUCTIONS:  AUTHORITY: ER 1130 2 550, and the laws and regulations referenced therein.  PRINCIPAL PURPOSE(S): To provide a means for the maximum practicable public participation in 

Master Plan formulation, preparation and subsequent revisions, through the use of public meetings, group workshops, open houses or other public involvement.  ROUTINE USE(S): Information you provide will be 
available for public review or may be disclosed to members of the Department of Defense or other Government agencies who have a need for the information in performance of their official duties, and where use of such 
information is compatible with the purpose for which the information is collected.  DISCLOSURE: Voluntary; however, failure to furnish the requested information may prevent the Agency from being able to direct meeting 
notices or provide additional information to commenters.  
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4012 McBride Road, Protem, Mo 65733

Cathy Pfeiffer

cathy_pfeiffer@hotmail.com

Alternative 3 would best fit my vision for the future of Bull Shoals Lake. It allows the most percent of Low Density land. This would allow us the

opportunity to be approved for a boat dock and trail to the dock on our land.

Allow more small areas of land to be approved Low Density in Shoal Creek, among the "Environmentally Sensitive" areas.

Our property and cabin is on the corp.take in Shoal Creek across 25 point marker. We currantly are not allowed a dock permit.

There are many private, community and resort docks in Shoal Creek. As indicated in Alt.3, small areas of land would be approved Low Density among environmentally

sensitive approved areas. We would like a permit to build our own 2 stall dock and a corp. approved trail to our dock.

We currantly own a boat stall in a community 4 stall dock in the cove across the 24 point marker. If we are not able to get a permit for our own dock

in Shoal Creek, we would like the opportunity to add a stall in our community dock.
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Dana Coburn, Chief Environmental Branch 
Planning and Environmental  
Little Rock District 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers  
P.O. Box 867 
Little Rock, AR  72203 
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From: Fred Pfeiffer
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan
Date: Wednesday, September 02, 2015 4:17:02 PM
Attachments: BS freddydraft Written Comments Form 20150715_FINAL.pdf

Thank You

Fred Pfeiffer, Jr
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Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision 
and Environmental Assessment 

Please use this form to provide your comments on the draft revised Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan, the draft Environmental 
Assessment (EA) and the potential impacts of the four alternatives. The draft Master Plan and EA may be found on the website at 
http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. Feel free to take extra forms.  Comments must be submitted by September 11, 2015 to USACE at the 
addresses below. 

PLEASE PRINT 

Name/Organization: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Email: ______________________________________________  

 

What alternative best encompasses your vision for the future of Bull Shoals Lake? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What, if any, changes would you like to see to this alternative? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Additional Comments:_______________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Comments may be submitted via mail, email, fax or the project website with attention to: Dana Coburn, Chief, 
Environmental Branch, Planning and Environmental, USACE, Little Rock District, P.O. Box 867, Little Rock, AR 72203. Fax: 
(501) 324-5605, Email: CESWL-BSMasterPlan@usace.army.mil, Website: http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. 

Written comments must be postmarked, e-mailed, faxed, or otherwise submitted by September 11, 2015. 
--PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT INSTRUCTIONS:  AUTHORITY: ER 1130 2 550, and the laws and regulations referenced therein.  PRINCIPAL PURPOSE(S): To provide a means for the maximum practicable public participation in 

Master Plan formulation, preparation and subsequent revisions, through the use of public meetings, group workshops, open houses or other public involvement.  ROUTINE USE(S): Information you provide will be 
available for public review or may be disclosed to members of the Department of Defense or other Government agencies who have a need for the information in performance of their official duties, and where use of such 
information is compatible with the purpose for which the information is collected.  DISCLOSURE: Voluntary; however, failure to furnish the requested information may prevent the Agency from being able to direct meeting 
notices or provide additional information to commenters.  
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 4964 McBride Road, Protem, Mo 65733

Fred Pfeiffer, Jr.

Alternative 3

Allow more small areas of land to be approved Low Density in the 24, 25 point marker areas, within the "Environmentally Sensitive" areas,

to build private docks, or add stalls to existing docks.

 My family have vacationed here for years, coming from the Kansas City area. I own a trailor in the 24,25 point marker area and would love

to build a dock (or add stalls to existing docks) for our boat.
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Dana Coburn, Chief Environmental Branch 
Planning and Environmental  
Little Rock District 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers  
P.O. Box 867 
Little Rock, AR  72203 
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From: Fred Pfeiffer
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Future Master Plan for Bull Shoals Lake
Date: Wednesday, September 02, 2015 5:31:06 PM
Attachments: BS Deanns Written Comments Form 20150715_FINAL.pdf

Thank You

We need to work on removing some of the down or falling down tree along some property lines and inside the corp
 take area, in order to protect these areas from fires.  We don't have the strongest of fire department around the area.

Deanna Wernex
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Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision 
and Environmental Assessment 

Please use this form to provide your comments on the draft revised Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan, the draft Environmental 
Assessment (EA) and the potential impacts of the four alternatives. The draft Master Plan and EA may be found on the website at 
http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. Feel free to take extra forms.  Comments must be submitted by September 11, 2015 to USACE at the 
addresses below. 

PLEASE PRINT 

Name/Organization: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Email: ______________________________________________  

 

What alternative best encompasses your vision for the future of Bull Shoals Lake? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What, if any, changes would you like to see to this alternative? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Additional Comments:_______________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Comments may be submitted via mail, email, fax or the project website with attention to: Dana Coburn, Chief, 
Environmental Branch, Planning and Environmental, USACE, Little Rock District, P.O. Box 867, Little Rock, AR 72203. Fax: 
(501) 324-5605, Email: CESWL-BSMasterPlan@usace.army.mil, Website: http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. 

Written comments must be postmarked, e-mailed, faxed, or otherwise submitted by September 11, 2015. 
--PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT INSTRUCTIONS:  AUTHORITY: ER 1130 2 550, and the laws and regulations referenced therein.  PRINCIPAL PURPOSE(S): To provide a means for the maximum practicable public participation in 

Master Plan formulation, preparation and subsequent revisions, through the use of public meetings, group workshops, open houses or other public involvement.  ROUTINE USE(S): Information you provide will be 
available for public review or may be disclosed to members of the Department of Defense or other Government agencies who have a need for the information in performance of their official duties, and where use of such 
information is compatible with the purpose for which the information is collected.  DISCLOSURE: Voluntary; however, failure to furnish the requested information may prevent the Agency from being able to direct meeting 
notices or provide additional information to commenters.  
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 4012 McBride Road, Protem, Mo 65733

Deanna Wernex

jason-deanna@hotmail.com

Alternative 3 We visit our parents thru out the year. We support alternative 3 and would like to see a strip of their land moved to low density

so they could ask for a permit for a boat dock near their land and a path to the dock, we would
all feel we would enjoy the lake even more.

Allow more small areas of land to be approved Low Density in the 25 point marker areas up Shoal creek, within the "Environmentally Sensitive" areas,

to build private docks, or add stalls to existing docks. There are already many boat docks in the Shoal creek area.

 My family have vacationed here for years, coming from the St Louis area.
Would be great if our parents could build a dock (or add stalls to existing docks) for our boat.

Would also like to see a limit on the length size of power boats, limit to 30 feet, could be done by not allowing

boat dock longer than say 30 feet....
Also, their land is being taken over my Red Cedars, a very invasive species....destorying their glade like setting
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From: S. Loeding
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Bull Shoals Master Plan & Request for Walking Path
Date: Friday, September 04, 2015 10:05:27 AM

Attn: Dana Coburn, Chief, Environmental Branch USACE

After attending the workshop and reviewing the four options presented, we select Alternative #2.

In addition, we request a walking path permit application to Bull Shoals Lake from our property located at 897
Marion County 8091, Yellville, AR.
A meandering path would not create any shoreline damage to the lake and would only be used by two elderly
property owners.

We will appreciate your attention and response when the above is finalized.

Sincerely,

Mary S. Loeding
897 Marion County 8091
Yellville, AR 72687
870/436-7294
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From: Dave Kusmec
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Draft Plan Comments
Date: Sunday, September 06, 2015 12:07:16 PM

Dave Kusmec – Owner of property in Theodosia MO

Addresses - 278 Blue Sky Lane, Theodosia MO 65761

26 Dauphine Drive, Lake Saint Louis MO 63367

E-Mail – Dave.Kusmec@GMailCom <mailto:Dave.Kusmec@GMailCom>

What alternative best encompasses your vision for the future of Bull Shoals Lake?  Alternate #3 aka Limited
 Development

What, if any change would you like to see to this alternative?  Low Density Classification area should be increased
 in coves where they are typically located anyway.  Update the Master Shoreline Plan immediately following to add
 boat dock zoned areas in coves.

Additional Comments:

1.  Thank you for soliciting comments and taking the time to read them.

2.  Lake users, and lake-adjacent land owners do not want “Lake of the Ozarks” like development.

3.  It was stated (at the Corp Open House) that alternative #2 is basically “recognizing the lakes current status in
 the new master plan.”  Change options 2, 3, & 4 increase the wildlife management areas by 4x, which is okay if the
 preceding statement is correct.

4.  At the same time the existing Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan and Shoreline Master Plans are quite restrictive,
 and are rigidly interpreted.  My concern is that proposed reductions in Low Density Classification shoreline
 (Alternatives 2, 3, & 4) will reduce land owner access and (by extension) future boat dock zone access.  Updating
 the USACE Master Plan will effectively limit shoreline access to only those already permitted.  That will deny
 future “take line” property owners lake access (via simple foot path) permanently.

5.  I request that the Shoreline Master Plan modification planned for next year add a boat dock zone adjacent to
 Low Density use permit #126 (The Cow Pens Cove in MO).

6.  Final Observation – Everyone wants to keep the lake as a clean water source, recreational area, and preserve
 the natural beauty of the lake and shorelines.  My fear is that the changes proposed serve to keep the lake wide
 open, and completely natural for weekend visitors, while further limiting the lake access and potential boat dock
 placement of the people that live near the lake expressly for the lake.

Thanx again for asking for input.  I can be reached for follow up by e-mail or at 636-248-6185.
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From: Paul Geiler
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Master Plan
Date: Monday, September 07, 2015 3:21:24 PM

Ms. Dana Coburn,

Good day to you Dana, I had been having trouble accessing the Master Plan ever since I first got the Post Card in the mail.  I live
 in Kansas City, so attending one of the workshops is out of the question and the web site listed on the card "is not available".
When I was about to throw the card away this weekend, I Googled "Bull Shoals Master Plan" and finally got the information I
 had been looking for.
While water quality and the environment is also important to me as an owner of property just to the north of point 20, I also look
 to the lake as a recreational area and the main reason I bought property there.  However; I, for some reason have lost the dock
 approved cove that was adjacent to my property and at present have no alternative.  Now I am ready to retire and move to the
 Lake, but without a dock, this does not seem possible to me.
I would urge the Corp to adopt a plan that no longer takes away dock approved zones and perhaps would even consider re-
establishing some of those that have been lost for no apparent reason.  Your views would be appreciated.
Regards,
Paul Geiler
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From: Marvin Bodine
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan; CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Bull Shoals
Date: Tuesday, September 08, 2015 4:00:35 PM
Attachments: BS draft Written Comments Form 20150715_FINAL (5).pdf

This is the only way I could figure out to send it. Sorry please read attachment.
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Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision 
and Environmental Assessment 

Please use this form to provide your comments on the draft revised Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan, the draft Environmental 
Assessment (EA) and the potential impacts of the four alternatives. The draft Master Plan and EA may be found on the website at 
http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. Feel free to take extra forms.  Comments must be submitted by September 11, 2015 to USACE at the 
addresses below. 

PLEASE PRINT 

Name/Organization: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Email: ______________________________________________  

 

What alternative best encompasses your vision for the future of Bull Shoals Lake? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What, if any, changes would you like to see to this alternative? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Additional Comments:_______________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Comments may be submitted via mail, email, fax or the project website with attention to: Dana Coburn, Chief, 
Environmental Branch, Planning and Environmental, USACE, Little Rock District, P.O. Box 867, Little Rock, AR 72203. Fax: 
(501) 324-5605, Email: CESWL-BSMasterPlan@usace.army.mil, Website: http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. 

Written comments must be postmarked, e-mailed, faxed, or otherwise submitted by September 11, 2015. 
--PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT INSTRUCTIONS:  AUTHORITY: ER 1130 2 550, and the laws and regulations referenced therein.  PRINCIPAL PURPOSE(S): To provide a means for the maximum practicable public participation in 

Master Plan formulation, preparation and subsequent revisions, through the use of public meetings, group workshops, open houses or other public involvement.  ROUTINE USE(S): Information you provide will be 
available for public review or may be disclosed to members of the Department of Defense or other Government agencies who have a need for the information in performance of their official duties, and where use of such 
information is compatible with the purpose for which the information is collected.  DISCLOSURE: Voluntary; however, failure to furnish the requested information may prevent the Agency from being able to direct meeting 
notices or provide additional information to commenters.  

 20150908_Bodine_M 

Bunny Lane,Cedar Creek Mo.

Marvin Bodine

marvinbodine@yahoo.com

I like four because it protects the lake.

I am continuing up here because the PDF won't let me type anymore below read below first. On Mo. side there is no launch during high water past Forsyth. I would try an partner with MDC

and your-selfs together it would benefit both sides but you have to get them there first. It's a beautiful area once they see it.......if you build they will come.

Marvin Bodine....417-840-1405

4 out of the last 10yrs have been high water events 5 out of last 12, it's safe to say it's the new norm. Why don't they make turnarounds on existing

corp land so people can access the lake. I'm not saying concrete or asphalt just cut the trees then smooth the ground and use shot rock so it won't wash. The brush off the treetops

could be used for crappie beds an the locals would take the wood. I would volunteer to help cut the trees I'm a retired arborist form the City of Spfld. You could probably get the

the local prisoners to tie the brush up so it would be ready to sink, I've seen them chipping brush on the rite of ways down there so this would be easy. This is the least expensive way

to get people to the area, if they can't access the lake they'll never come down spend money and build homes especially on the Mo. side you have no launches past Beaver Ck.

The Mo. side has more potential money to help tourism, don't take this Ark vs Mo ran out of space.
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From: Carol Parker
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comments
Date: Wednesday, September 09, 2015 11:35:11 AM

Dear Sirs,

I saw the article in the Mountain Echo concerning the master plan revision for Bull Shoals Lake by the Corp. of
 Engineers.  Since my husband and I have become property owners in Marion County the past three years, I feel I
 have a right to express my opinion regarding the lake problems experienced this year and in previous years.

High water on Bull Shoals lake hinders recreational use which hinders the tourist trade which hurts the business
 owners profitability.  We have vacationed here twice a year for the past 30 years and purchased property here for
 retirement.  We enjoy both the river and the lake for recreation.  We have seen a lot of businesses come and go due
 to the seasonal tourist trade.

ThIs year's high water on the lake has had a detrimental effect on this tourist trade with all the boat ramps under
 water.  Surely with past experiences you could come up with a plan for launching boats during high water.  The
 ramp at dam site park was usable but had limited parking and therefore limited usage.  The Bull Shoals/Lakeview
 area of this lake needs an adequate high water launch with ample parking.  Surely this could be figured out by the
 powers that be.  The new city planner for Bull Shoals should work with the Corp to accomplish this task if you
 want the area to prosper from people vacationing here.

Thank you,

Sent from my iPad
Carol Parker
18 MC 7001
Flippin, AR 72634
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From: Connie Geers
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Bull Shoals Master Plan comment
Date: Thursday, September 10, 2015 4:00:49 PM

I am very much against lowering the amount of Low Density to even the 21% under Alternative 3 Plan.  The LD
 under the 1975 plan was 57%.  Why so severe a cutback?  The Table Rock LD percent is much higher, previous
 was 40% and was reduced to 37% under the new plan for Table Rock.  I would be in favor of the same percent
 change for Bull Shoals, nothing less.  I believe both lakes should be treated similarly.

Also I would be against a vegetative management area for Bull Shoals if it is under consideration.

I own property and live in the Oakland, Arkansas area and use Bull Shoals Lake frequently.

I hope my comments will be taken under consideration and I thank you for your work in revising the Master Plan.

Sent from my iPad

 20150910_Geers_C 



From: Wendi Swyhart
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Dana Coburn, Chief, , Environmental, Branch, Planning and Environmental-Master Plan Revision and

 Environmental Assessment
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 9:48:10 AM

Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision
and Environmental Assessment
Please use this form to provide your comments on the draft revised Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan, the draft
 Environmental
Assessment (EA) and the potential impacts of the four alternatives. The draft Master Plan and EA may be found on the
 website at
Blockedhttp://go.usa.gov/3fEdx
.
Feel free to take extra forms. Comments must be submitted by
September 11
, 2015
to USACE at the
addresses below.
PLEAS
E PRINT
Name/Organization:
Wendi Swyhart

Address:
101 Laikin Lane Protem, MO 65733

Email:
wswyhart@sbcglobal.net
What
alternative best encompasses your vision for the future of Bull Shoals Lake?
Plan 3

____
______________________________________________________________________________________________
____
______________________________________________________________________________________________
What, if any, changes would you like to see to this alter
native?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

____
______________________________________________________________________________________________
____
______________________________________________________________________________________________
____
______________________________________________________________________________________________
Additional Comments:
_
we need a launch ramp at the end of McBride Road and allow people in low density to trim trees during normal water
 levels to allow for dock movement during high water, and to allow 75 ft or wider fire breaks on the shoreline
 .________________________________________________________________________
____
______________________________________________________________________________________________
____
______________________________________________________________________________________________

 20150911_Swyhart_W 



____
______________________________________________________________________________________________
____
______________________________________________________________________________________________
Comments may be submitted via mail, email, fax or the project website with attention to: Dana Coburn, Chief,
Environmental
Branch, Planning and Environmental, USACE, Little Rock District, P.O. Box 867, Little Rock, AR 72203. Fax:
(501) 324-5605, Email:
CESWL
-
BSMasterPlan@usace.army.mil
, Website:
Blockedhttp://go.usa.gov/3fEdx
.

Wendi Swyhart, CPC, CCS
Coding Specialist II
Central Coding Management

Mercy
1160 Olive Ct. | Nixa, MO. 65714
Office: 417-714-4330 | Email: wendi.swyhart@mercy.net
Find us at:
Facebook | Twitter | YouTube | mercy.net | Mercy Careers
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From: Coburn, Dana O SWL
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Little Rock District Contact Form: Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision (UNCLASSIFIED)
Date: Tuesday, September 15, 2015 10:44:04 AM

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

-----Original Message-----
From: Hiser, Jonathan A SWL
Sent: Friday, September 11, 2015 8:39 AM
To: Coburn, Dana O SWL
Cc: Porter, Tony SWL
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Little Rock District Contact Form: Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision
 (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Dana,

Master plan comment for inclusion.  Thanks,

Jon

-----Original Message-----
From: CESWL-MH SWL
Sent: Friday, September 11, 2015 8:13 AM
To: Hiser, Jonathan A SWL; Case, Mark J SWL; Caldwell, Bruce W SWL
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Little Rock District Contact Form: Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision
 (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Not sure if anyone received this.

-----Original Message-----
From: noreply@dma.mil [mailto:noreply@dma.mil]
Sent: Friday, September 04, 2015 5:17 AM
To: CESWL-MH SWL
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Little Rock District Contact Form: Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision

This message was sent from the Little Rock District website.

Message From: wanda calloway

Email: wjcalloway@gmail.com

Response requested: Yes

Message:

 20150915_Calloway_W 



I&#39;m for Alternative 1 - No Action.  Leave it like it is.  No need to spend more money.

----------------------------------

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

 20150915_Calloway_W 
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Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision 
and Environmental Assessment 

Please use this form to provide your comments on the draft revised Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan, the draft Environmental 
Assessment (EA) and the potential impacts of the four alternatives. The draft Master Plan and EA may be found on the website at 
http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. Feel free to take extra forms.  Comments must be submitted by September 11, 2015 to USACE at the 
addresses below. 

PLEASE PRINT 

Name/Organization: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Email: ______________________________________________  

 

What alternative best encompasses your vision for the future of Bull Shoals Lake? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What, if any, changes would you like to see to this alternative? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Additional Comments:_______________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Comments may be submitted via mail, email, fax or the project website with attention to: Dana Coburn, Chief, 
Environmental Branch, Planning and Environmental, USACE, Little Rock District, P.O. Box 867, Little Rock, AR 72203. Fax: 
(501) 324-5605, Email: CESWL-BSMasterPlan@usace.army.mil, Website: http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. 

Written comments must be postmarked, e-mailed, faxed, or otherwise submitted by September 11, 2015. 
--PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT INSTRUCTIONS:  AUTHORITY: ER 1130 2 550, and the laws and regulations referenced therein.  PRINCIPAL PURPOSE(S): To provide a means for the maximum practicable public participation in 

Master Plan formulation, preparation and subsequent revisions, through the use of public meetings, group workshops, open houses or other public involvement.  ROUTINE USE(S): Information you provide will be 
available for public review or may be disclosed to members of the Department of Defense or other Government agencies who have a need for the information in performance of their official duties, and where use of such 
information is compatible with the purpose for which the information is collected.  DISCLOSURE: Voluntary; however, failure to furnish the requested information may prevent the Agency from being able to direct meeting 
notices or provide additional information to commenters.  

 20150715_Coleman_Eddie_CityofForsyth_Mayor 

P.O. Box 545 Forsyth, MO 65653

City of Forsyth, Mayor Eddie Coleman

cityofforsyth@mchsi.com

I feel number 3 would best serve Taney County, MO. From the late 40's to present our area has been known for water sports. Lets give the people all the choices possible to have a great vacation.

More loading ramps and more boat docks.

We would like to see better communication with the Corp when flooding is upon us. Most of the time the Corp

has space available to put the oncoming water. Drain Bull Shoals lake down to accept the oncoming water. We know the farmers down stream

would be concerned about flooding, but then so are we. The 2015 flood will cost the City of Forsyth, MO. over $50,000.00 for clean up. For

a town the size of Forsyth this a mountain to climb.
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Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision 
and Environmental Assessment 

Please use this form to provide your comments on the draft revised Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan, the draft Environmental 
Assessment (EA) and the potential impacts of the four alternatives. The draft Master Plan and EA may be found on the website at 
http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. Feel free to take extra forms.  Comments must be submitted by September 11, 2015 to USACE at the 
addresses below. 

PLEASE PRINT 

Name/Organization: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Email: ______________________________________________  

 

What alternative best encompasses your vision for the future of Bull Shoals Lake? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What, if any, changes would you like to see to this alternative? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Additional Comments:_______________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Comments may be submitted via mail, email, fax or the project website with attention to: Dana Coburn, Chief, 
Environmental Branch, Planning and Environmental, USACE, Little Rock District, P.O. Box 867, Little Rock, AR 72203. Fax: 
(501) 324-5605, Email: CESWL-BSMasterPlan@usace.army.mil, Website: http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. 

Written comments must be postmarked, e-mailed, faxed, or otherwise submitted by September 11, 2015. 
--PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT INSTRUCTIONS:  AUTHORITY: ER 1130 2 550, and the laws and regulations referenced therein.  PRINCIPAL PURPOSE(S): To provide a means for the maximum practicable public participation in 

Master Plan formulation, preparation and subsequent revisions, through the use of public meetings, group workshops, open houses or other public involvement.  ROUTINE USE(S): Information you provide will be 
available for public review or may be disclosed to members of the Department of Defense or other Government agencies who have a need for the information in performance of their official duties, and where use of such 
information is compatible with the purpose for which the information is collected.  DISCLOSURE: Voluntary; however, failure to furnish the requested information may prevent the Agency from being able to direct meeting 
notices or provide additional information to commenters.  

 20150715_Dunston_R 

234 Surrey Ct, Ofallon, MO 63366

Robert Dunston

remd46@aol.com

Alternative Number 3 best encompasses my vision for Bull Shoals Lake

Please add a paved boat ramp at the end of McBride Road, also to allow on low density land, the removal of 25 to 50 % trees under 20 inch diameter to allow for dock movement in high water conditions.
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Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision 
and Environmental Assessment 

Please use this form to provide your comments on the draft revised Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan, the draft Environmental 
Assessment (EA) and the potential impacts of the four alternatives. The draft Master Plan and EA may be found on the website at 
http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. Feel free to take extra forms.  Comments must be submitted by September 11, 2015 to USACE at the 
addresses below. 

PLEASE PRINT 

Name/Organization: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Email: ______________________________________________  

 

What alternative best encompasses your vision for the future of Bull Shoals Lake? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What, if any, changes would you like to see to this alternative? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Additional Comments:_______________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Comments may be submitted via mail, email, fax or the project website with attention to: Dana Coburn, Chief, 
Environmental Branch, Planning and Environmental, USACE, Little Rock District, P.O. Box 867, Little Rock, AR 72203. Fax: 
(501) 324-5605, Email: CESWL-BSMasterPlan@usace.army.mil, Website: http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. 

Written comments must be postmarked, e-mailed, faxed, or otherwise submitted by September 11, 2015. 
--PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT INSTRUCTIONS:  AUTHORITY: ER 1130 2 550, and the laws and regulations referenced therein.  PRINCIPAL PURPOSE(S): To provide a means for the maximum practicable public participation in 

Master Plan formulation, preparation and subsequent revisions, through the use of public meetings, group workshops, open houses or other public involvement.  ROUTINE USE(S): Information you provide will be 
available for public review or may be disclosed to members of the Department of Defense or other Government agencies who have a need for the information in performance of their official duties, and where use of such 
information is compatible with the purpose for which the information is collected.  DISCLOSURE: Voluntary; however, failure to furnish the requested information may prevent the Agency from being able to direct meeting 
notices or provide additional information to commenters.  

 20150715_Engert_K 

10019 Promise Land Rd., Mountain Home, AR 72653

Kirk Engert

rhea-engert@sbcglobal.net

#4
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Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision 
and Environmental Assessment 

Please use this form to provide your comments on the draft revised Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan, the draft Environmental 
Assessment (EA) and the potential impacts of the four alternatives. The draft Master Plan and EA may be found on the website at 
http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. Feel free to take extra forms.  Comments must be submitted by September 11, 2015 to USACE at the 
addresses below. 

PLEASE PRINT 

Name/Organization: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Email: ______________________________________________  

 

What alternative best encompasses your vision for the future of Bull Shoals Lake? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What, if any, changes would you like to see to this alternative? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Additional Comments:_______________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Comments may be submitted via mail, email, fax or the project website with attention to: Dana Coburn, Chief, 
Environmental Branch, Planning and Environmental, USACE, Little Rock District, P.O. Box 867, Little Rock, AR 72203. Fax: 
(501) 324-5605, Email: CESWL-BSMasterPlan@usace.army.mil, Website: http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. 

Written comments must be postmarked, e-mailed, faxed, or otherwise submitted by September 11, 2015. 
--PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT INSTRUCTIONS:  AUTHORITY: ER 1130 2 550, and the laws and regulations referenced therein.  PRINCIPAL PURPOSE(S): To provide a means for the maximum practicable public participation in 

Master Plan formulation, preparation and subsequent revisions, through the use of public meetings, group workshops, open houses or other public involvement.  ROUTINE USE(S): Information you provide will be 
available for public review or may be disclosed to members of the Department of Defense or other Government agencies who have a need for the information in performance of their official duties, and where use of such 
information is compatible with the purpose for which the information is collected.  DISCLOSURE: Voluntary; however, failure to furnish the requested information may prevent the Agency from being able to direct meeting 
notices or provide additional information to commenters.  

 20150715_Fleming_D 

378 Howard Creek Road Midway, AR 72651

Deborah Fleming

wdfleming@centurytel.net

Alternative 4 - Maximum Conservation

As a naturalist, water quality specialist, and licensed water operator, I would like to see Bull
Shoals Lake made even more beautiful and pristine than it is, and kept that way.

I would like to see a reduction in high density recreation areas.
I would like to see the current easements around the lake protected and extended to the
to the maximum amount possible. I do not think any additional boat docks or roads

to existing boat docks should be built.
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Little Rock District 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers  
P.O. Box 867 
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Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision 
and Environmental Assessment 

Please use this form to provide your comments on the draft revised Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan, the draft Environmental 
Assessment (EA) and the potential impacts of the four alternatives. The draft Master Plan and EA may be found on the website at 
http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. Feel free to take extra forms.  Comments must be submitted by September 11, 2015 to USACE at the 
addresses below. 

PLEASE PRINT 

Name/Organization: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Email: ______________________________________________  

 

What alternative best encompasses your vision for the future of Bull Shoals Lake? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What, if any, changes would you like to see to this alternative? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Additional Comments:_______________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Comments may be submitted via mail, email, fax or the project website with attention to: Dana Coburn, Chief, 
Environmental Branch, Planning and Environmental, USACE, Little Rock District, P.O. Box 867, Little Rock, AR 72203. Fax: 
(501) 324-5605, Email: CESWL-BSMasterPlan@usace.army.mil, Website: http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. 

Written comments must be postmarked, e-mailed, faxed, or otherwise submitted by September 11, 2015. 
--PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT INSTRUCTIONS:  AUTHORITY: ER 1130 2 550, and the laws and regulations referenced therein.  PRINCIPAL PURPOSE(S): To provide a means for the maximum practicable public participation in 

Master Plan formulation, preparation and subsequent revisions, through the use of public meetings, group workshops, open houses or other public involvement.  ROUTINE USE(S): Information you provide will be 
available for public review or may be disclosed to members of the Department of Defense or other Government agencies who have a need for the information in performance of their official duties, and where use of such 
information is compatible with the purpose for which the information is collected.  DISCLOSURE: Voluntary; however, failure to furnish the requested information may prevent the Agency from being able to direct meeting 
notices or provide additional information to commenters.  

 20150715_Fleming_W 

378 Howard Creek Road Midway, AR 72651

Ward Fleming

wdfleming@centurytel.net

ALTERNATIVE 4.

NONE

The lake and surrounding area should stay as close to the way it is
presently as possible. No large resorts, no new campgrounds just maintain the ones we have and no new boat docks.

Keep the lake for fishing and hiking. When we have visitors to our lakes, rivers and
campgrounds; they do not respect their beauty. The roadsides and waters become
their trash cans. The water and land are beautiful and clean;

lets try to keep them that way.
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Little Rock District 
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Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision 
and Environmental Assessment 

Please use this form to provide your comments on the draft revised Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan, the draft Environmental 
Assessment (EA) and the potential impacts of the four alternatives. The draft Master Plan and EA may be found on the website at 
http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. Feel free to take extra forms.  Comments must be submitted by September 11, 2015 to USACE at the 
addresses below. 

PLEASE PRINT 

Name/Organization: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Email: ______________________________________________  

 

What alternative best encompasses your vision for the future of Bull Shoals Lake? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What, if any, changes would you like to see to this alternative? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Additional Comments:_______________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Comments may be submitted via mail, email, fax or the project website with attention to: Dana Coburn, Chief, 
Environmental Branch, Planning and Environmental, USACE, Little Rock District, P.O. Box 867, Little Rock, AR 72203. Fax: 
(501) 324-5605, Email: CESWL-BSMasterPlan@usace.army.mil, Website: http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. 

Written comments must be postmarked, e-mailed, faxed, or otherwise submitted by September 11, 2015. 
--PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT INSTRUCTIONS:  AUTHORITY: ER 1130 2 550, and the laws and regulations referenced therein.  PRINCIPAL PURPOSE(S): To provide a means for the maximum practicable public participation in 

Master Plan formulation, preparation and subsequent revisions, through the use of public meetings, group workshops, open houses or other public involvement.  ROUTINE USE(S): Information you provide will be 
available for public review or may be disclosed to members of the Department of Defense or other Government agencies who have a need for the information in performance of their official duties, and where use of such 
information is compatible with the purpose for which the information is collected.  DISCLOSURE: Voluntary; however, failure to furnish the requested information may prevent the Agency from being able to direct meeting 
notices or provide additional information to commenters.  

 20150715_Kellogg_P 

28 Fontenay Circle, Little Rock, AR 72223

Pamela Kellogg

pamelaskellogg@aol.com

Alternative 2 please

Any time "grandfather" is used in any alternative, will you consider describing it fully? It seems to mean two different things as to walking paths and dock permits.

Mark Case did a wonderful job describing these alternatives to the public. He also did a great job describing to the public another issue on Facebook.
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Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision 
and Environmental Assessment 

Please use this form to provide your comments on the draft revised Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan, the draft Environmental 
Assessment (EA) and the potential impacts of the four alternatives. The draft Master Plan and EA may be found on the website at 
http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. Feel free to take extra forms.  Comments must be submitted by September 11, 2015 to USACE at the 
addresses below. 

PLEASE PRINT 

Name/Organization: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Email: ______________________________________________  

 

What alternative best encompasses your vision for the future of Bull Shoals Lake? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What, if any, changes would you like to see to this alternative? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Additional Comments:_______________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Comments may be submitted via mail, email, fax or the project website with attention to: Dana Coburn, Chief, 
Environmental Branch, Planning and Environmental, USACE, Little Rock District, P.O. Box 867, Little Rock, AR 72203. Fax: 
(501) 324-5605, Email: CESWL-BSMasterPlan@usace.army.mil, Website: http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. 

Written comments must be postmarked, e-mailed, faxed, or otherwise submitted by September 11, 2015. 
--PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT INSTRUCTIONS:  AUTHORITY: ER 1130 2 550, and the laws and regulations referenced therein.  PRINCIPAL PURPOSE(S): To provide a means for the maximum practicable public participation in 

Master Plan formulation, preparation and subsequent revisions, through the use of public meetings, group workshops, open houses or other public involvement.  ROUTINE USE(S): Information you provide will be 
available for public review or may be disclosed to members of the Department of Defense or other Government agencies who have a need for the information in performance of their official duties, and where use of such 
information is compatible with the purpose for which the information is collected.  DISCLOSURE: Voluntary; however, failure to furnish the requested information may prevent the Agency from being able to direct meeting 
notices or provide additional information to commenters.  

 20150715_Malone_P 

4962 McBride Road Protem , MO. 65733

Pam Malone

bluewatersresort@gmail.com

Plan 2

I would like to see the ability to undercut / reduce trees along the shoreline in front of the resort allowing people on the water to see that there

is help nearby in the event they need it and to allow our guest lake access and view from the
property.
I would like to see the shoreline management plan changed to allow clear cutting to the lake on all Low Density areas since they will be greatly reduced

I would like to see a permanent boat launch , and parking for autos and trailers at the end of
McBride Road . This area is currently being used to launch many boats , and parking is limited
for trailers and autos. There is also no courtesy dock to allow people to exit their boat to get

their trailer. I spoke with several people at the Lutie School Meeting about this.
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Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision 
and Environmental Assessment 

Please use this form to provide your comments on the draft revised Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan, the draft Environmental 
Assessment (EA) and the potential impacts of the four alternatives. The draft Master Plan and EA may be found on the website at 
http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. Feel free to take extra forms.  Comments must be submitted by September 11, 2015 to USACE at the 
addresses below. 

PLEASE PRINT 

Name/Organization: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Email: ______________________________________________  

 

What alternative best encompasses your vision for the future of Bull Shoals Lake? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What, if any, changes would you like to see to this alternative? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Additional Comments:_______________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Comments may be submitted via mail, email, fax or the project website with attention to: Dana Coburn, Chief, 
Environmental Branch, Planning and Environmental, USACE, Little Rock District, P.O. Box 867, Little Rock, AR 72203. Fax: 
(501) 324-5605, Email: CESWL-BSMasterPlan@usace.army.mil, Website: http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. 

Written comments must be postmarked, e-mailed, faxed, or otherwise submitted by September 11, 2015. 
--PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT INSTRUCTIONS:  AUTHORITY: ER 1130 2 550, and the laws and regulations referenced therein.  PRINCIPAL PURPOSE(S): To provide a means for the maximum practicable public participation in 

Master Plan formulation, preparation and subsequent revisions, through the use of public meetings, group workshops, open houses or other public involvement.  ROUTINE USE(S): Information you provide will be 
available for public review or may be disclosed to members of the Department of Defense or other Government agencies who have a need for the information in performance of their official duties, and where use of such 
information is compatible with the purpose for which the information is collected.  DISCLOSURE: Voluntary; however, failure to furnish the requested information may prevent the Agency from being able to direct meeting 
notices or provide additional information to commenters.  

20150715_Presely_D_TomHollowProperties 

3333 Allen Parkway, Unit 2109 Houston, Texas 77019

Danny Presley - Tom Hollow Properties

dpresley@websterpd.com

Alternative 2

None

I strongly support the addition of a boat ramp at the east end of MC 8047. This idea has widespread support as evidenced by the public comments

during the Scoping phase.
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Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision 
and Environmental Assessment 

Please use this form to provide your comments on the draft revised Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan, the draft Environmental 
Assessment (EA) and the potential impacts of the four alternatives. The draft Master Plan and EA may be found on the website at 
http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. Feel free to take extra forms.  Comments must be submitted by September 11, 2015 to USACE at the 
addresses below. 

PLEASE PRINT 

Name/Organization: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Email: ______________________________________________  

 

What alternative best encompasses your vision for the future of Bull Shoals Lake? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What, if any, changes would you like to see to this alternative? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Additional Comments:_______________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Comments may be submitted via mail, email, fax or the project website with attention to: Dana Coburn, Chief, 
Environmental Branch, Planning and Environmental, USACE, Little Rock District, P.O. Box 867, Little Rock, AR 72203. Fax: 
(501) 324-5605, Email: CESWL-BSMasterPlan@usace.army.mil, Website: http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. 

Written comments must be postmarked, e-mailed, faxed, or otherwise submitted by September 11, 2015. 
--PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT INSTRUCTIONS:  AUTHORITY: ER 1130 2 550, and the laws and regulations referenced therein.  PRINCIPAL PURPOSE(S): To provide a means for the maximum practicable public participation in 

Master Plan formulation, preparation and subsequent revisions, through the use of public meetings, group workshops, open houses or other public involvement.  ROUTINE USE(S): Information you provide will be 
available for public review or may be disclosed to members of the Department of Defense or other Government agencies who have a need for the information in performance of their official duties, and where use of such 
information is compatible with the purpose for which the information is collected.  DISCLOSURE: Voluntary; however, failure to furnish the requested information may prevent the Agency from being able to direct meeting 
notices or provide additional information to commenters.  

 20150715_Stubenfoll_G_BeamanRealty 

5897 Highway 178 West, Lakeview AR

Gary Stubenfoll- Beaman Realty

gary@beamanrealty.com

I would like to see permitted access to hiking and biking trails around Bull Shoals Lake, more specifically the communities of Bull Shoals & Lakeview.

We are two dying communities that once prospered from BS Lake. We need to be able to draw the next generation for these communities to survive.

The next generation has different interests as they did 50 years ago. Completed properly could be beneficial to all concerned.

Allowing a few more boat dock permits would be beneficial. Our lake is beautiful, clean and in my opinion one of the best kept secrets in the country.

 The opportunity to remove selective trees on the government strip would beneficial. When the lake was formed

the trees were small, 50 years later they have grown obstructing what was original in place, the beauty of the BS lake.

I boat & fish on BS Lake frequently, I love the scenery and peacefulness of the lake.
However, allowing a few minor changes could impact the lives of many families & enhance tourism.
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Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision 
and Environmental Assessment 

Please use this form to provide your comments on the draft revised Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan, the draft Environmental 
Assessment (EA) and the potential impacts of the four alternatives. The draft Master Plan and EA may be found on the website at 
http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. Feel free to take extra forms.  Comments must be submitted by September 11, 2015 to USACE at the 
addresses below. 

PLEASE PRINT 

Name/Organization: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Email: ______________________________________________  

 

What alternative best encompasses your vision for the future of Bull Shoals Lake? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What, if any, changes would you like to see to this alternative? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Additional Comments:_______________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Comments may be submitted via mail, email, fax or the project website with attention to: Dana Coburn, Chief, 
Environmental Branch, Planning and Environmental, USACE, Little Rock District, P.O. Box 867, Little Rock, AR 72203. Fax: 
(501) 324-5605, Email: CESWL-BSMasterPlan@usace.army.mil, Website: http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. 

Written comments must be postmarked, e-mailed, faxed, or otherwise submitted by September 11, 2015. 
--PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT INSTRUCTIONS:  AUTHORITY: ER 1130 2 550, and the laws and regulations referenced therein.  PRINCIPAL PURPOSE(S): To provide a means for the maximum practicable public participation in 

Master Plan formulation, preparation and subsequent revisions, through the use of public meetings, group workshops, open houses or other public involvement.  ROUTINE USE(S): Information you provide will be 
available for public review or may be disclosed to members of the Department of Defense or other Government agencies who have a need for the information in performance of their official duties, and where use of such 
information is compatible with the purpose for which the information is collected.  DISCLOSURE: Voluntary; however, failure to furnish the requested information may prevent the Agency from being able to direct meeting 
notices or provide additional information to commenters.  

 20150715_Unger_D 

343 Lakewood Lane, Yellville, AR 72687

Dale Unger

unger72687@outlook.com

Alternative 2
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Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision 
and Environmental Assessment 

Please use this form to provide your comments on the draft revised Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan, the draft Environmental 
Assessment (EA) and the potential impacts of the four alternatives. The draft Master Plan and EA may be found on the website at 
http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. Feel free to take extra forms.  Comments must be submitted by September 11, 2015 to USACE at the 
addresses below. 

PLEASE PRINT 

Name/Organization: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Email: ______________________________________________  

 

What alternative best encompasses your vision for the future of Bull Shoals Lake? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What, if any, changes would you like to see to this alternative? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Additional Comments:_______________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Comments may be submitted via mail, email, fax or the project website with attention to: Dana Coburn, Chief, 
Environmental Branch, Planning and Environmental, USACE, Little Rock District, P.O. Box 867, Little Rock, AR 72203. Fax: 
(501) 324-5605, Email: CESWL-BSMasterPlan@usace.army.mil, Website: http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. 

Written comments must be postmarked, e-mailed, faxed, or otherwise submitted by September 11, 2015. 
--PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT INSTRUCTIONS:  AUTHORITY: ER 1130 2 550, and the laws and regulations referenced therein.  PRINCIPAL PURPOSE(S): To provide a means for the maximum practicable public participation in 

Master Plan formulation, preparation and subsequent revisions, through the use of public meetings, group workshops, open houses or other public involvement.  ROUTINE USE(S): Information you provide will be 
available for public review or may be disclosed to members of the Department of Defense or other Government agencies who have a need for the information in performance of their official duties, and where use of such 
information is compatible with the purpose for which the information is collected.  DISCLOSURE: Voluntary; however, failure to furnish the requested information may prevent the Agency from being able to direct meeting 
notices or provide additional information to commenters.  

 20150715_Whiddon_C 

15 Sable Wood Dr, Greenbrier, AR 72058

Clyde Whiddon

cwhid1d@gmail.com

#2

As far as the proposed new boat ramps, I would like to see the Razorback ramp at Peel, AR done.
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Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision 
and Environmental Assessment 

Please use this form to provide your comments on the draft revised Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan, the draft Environmental 
Assessment (EA) and the potential impacts of the four alternatives. The draft Master Plan and EA may be found on the website at 
http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. Feel free to take extra forms.  Comments must be submitted by September 11, 2015 to USACE at the 
addresses below. 

PLEASE PRINT 

Name/Organization: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Email: ______________________________________________  

 

What alternative best encompasses your vision for the future of Bull Shoals Lake? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What, if any, changes would you like to see to this alternative? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Additional Comments:_______________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Comments may be submitted via mail, email, fax or the project website with attention to: Dana Coburn, Chief, 
Environmental Branch, Planning and Environmental, USACE, Little Rock District, P.O. Box 867, Little Rock, AR 72203. Fax: 
(501) 324-5605, Email: CESWL-BSMasterPlan@usace.army.mil, Website: http://go.usa.gov/3fEdx. 

Written comments must be postmarked, e-mailed, faxed, or otherwise submitted by September 11, 2015. 
--PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT INSTRUCTIONS:  AUTHORITY: ER 1130 2 550, and the laws and regulations referenced therein.  PRINCIPAL PURPOSE(S): To provide a means for the maximum practicable public participation in 

Master Plan formulation, preparation and subsequent revisions, through the use of public meetings, group workshops, open houses or other public involvement.  ROUTINE USE(S): Information you provide will be 
available for public review or may be disclosed to members of the Department of Defense or other Government agencies who have a need for the information in performance of their official duties, and where use of such 
information is compatible with the purpose for which the information is collected.  DISCLOSURE: Voluntary; however, failure to furnish the requested information may prevent the Agency from being able to direct meeting 
notices or provide additional information to commenters.  

 20150911D_Lewis_K_M 

240 MC 149, Oakland, AR 72661

Kirk and Michelle Lewis

kirk.michelle.lewis@gmail.com

We would like to see the Corps keep the usage designation for the Oakland/Pontiac/Gully Creek area the same. We do not advocate for any change

in designation. We would prefer to see it kept at an environmental sensitive/wildlife management level, as it currently is.

We appreciate the task set before the Corps of Engineers and wanted to say
thank you for the multiple outreach sessions.
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Bull Shoals Lake Draft Plan Release Report 

Appendix E
Agency Comments



 20150805_Bailey_B_AHTD 



From: Lombardi, Melissa
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Cc: Melvin Tobin
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Bull Shoals Master Plan comments
Date: Friday, August 07, 2015 1:14:42 PM

Ms. Coburn,

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) has reviewed the Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan
and considers Alternative 4 (Maximum Conservation) to be of the greatest benefit to the trust resources in and
 around Bulls Shoals Lake.  The Service  also recognizes the actual current land uses and management of the area
 and has no objections to Alternative 2 (Preferred Alternative; Moderate Conservation).  Thank you for the
 opportunity to comment.

Melissa Lombardi
Endangered Species Biologist

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Arkansas Ecological Services Field Office
110 South Amity Road, Suite 300
Conway, AR 72032

(501) 513-4488
melissa_lombardi@fws.gov

"Sometimes the questions are complicated and the answers are simple." Theodor Geisel

 20150807_Lombardi_M_USFWS 



From: Jeff King
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Workshop Dates
Date: Tuesday, August 11, 2015 9:36:49 AM

 20150811_King_J_AR State Parks_Workshop Dates 



 20150812_Turner_J_ARNaturalResourcesCommission 



 20150815_Prawl_T_DeptofNaturalResources 



20150825_Beres_A_MODeptofConservation 



20150825_Beres_A_MODeptofConservation 



 20150902_Copeland_T_ARDeptofFinanceandAdministration 



 20150902_Young_R_ARNaturalResourcesCommission 



20150909_McNair_M_ARDeptofParksandTourism 



20150909_McNair_M_ARDeptofParksandTourism 



20150909_McNair_M_ARDeptofParksandTourism 



From: Michael Denny
To: CESWL-BS Master Plan
Cc: Denny, Michael
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July 28 - Corps to Host Open Houses on Bull Shoals Master Plan – Hometowndailynews.com – Branson, 
MO

Corps to Host Open Houses on Bull Shoals Master Plan 

http://www.hometowndailynews.com/2015/07/28/corps-to-host-open-houses-on-bull-shoals-master-plan/

FORSYTH, Mo. – The U-S Army Corps of Engineers will host a series of open houses on the 
Bull Shoals Lake Draft Master Plan, including August 5th in Forsyth and August 8th in Harrison. 

Project Manager Dana Coburn says input 
received during the scoping phase of the project 
have been implemented into several alternate 
plans being considered… 

Coburn says the master plan sets the stage for 
shoreline management and land classification, 
and the Corps is holding five separate events in 
order to reach as many people as possible… 

Anyone interested in the future management of 
Bull Shoals Lake is invited to drop in anytime 
during the open houses: 

Tuesday, Aug. 4 – from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. at the Flippin Middle School Cafeteria, 308 North 1st 
Street, Flippin, Ark. 

Wednesday, Aug. 5 – from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. at the Forsyth Public School Cafeteria, 178 Panther 
Road, Forsyth, Mo. 

Thursday, Aug. 6 – from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. at the Lutie School, 5802 U.S. Highway 160 
Theodosia, Mo. 

Friday, Aug. 7 – from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. at the Arkansas State Sheid Center, 1600 S. College 
Street, Mountain Home, Ark. 

Saturday, Aug. 8 – from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. at the North Arkansas Community College, 303 N. 
Main, Harrison, Ark. 

More information about the master plan and the revision process is available 
athttp://go.usa.gov/3fZsG.



The Corps encourages public input at the open houses or written comments during the public 
comment period. The comment period closes September 11th. 

Comments can be mailed to: Army Corps of Engineers, Little Rock District, ATTN: Dana 
Coburn, P.O. Box 867, Little Rock, Ark., 72203. 

Comments may also be faxed to 501-324-5605 or emailed to CESWL-
BSMasterPlan@usace.army.mil. 
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July 30 - Bull Shoals Lake’s future is now – The Baxter Bulletin – Mountain Home, AR 

Bull Shoals Lake’s future is now 
http://www.baxterbulletin.com/story/sports/outdoors/2015/07/30/corps-meetings/30880483/

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Little Rock District will host a series of open houses 
between Tuesday and Aug. 8 about the Bull Shoals Lake Draft Master Plan and Draft 
Environmental Assessment to share information about the draft documents and to collect 
public comments. 

Open houses include: 

• Tuesday: 4-7 p.m., Flippin Middle School Cafeteria, 308 N. First St., Flippin 

• Aug. 5: 4-7 p.m., Forsyth Public School Cafeteria, 178 Panther Road, Forsyth, Mo. 

• Aug. 7: 4-7 p.m., Vada Sheid Community Development Center on the Arkansas State 
University Mountain Home campus, 1600 S. College St. 

• Aug. 8: 9 a.m. to noon, North Arkansas Community College, 303 N. Main St., Harrison. 

An informational video will be shown continuously during each open house. There will 
be maps of the proposed master plan alternatives to review and staff will be available to 
answer questions about the draft plan. 

A draft environmental assessment, which evaluates the potential impacts of each 
alternative, also will be available for review. The Corps is requesting comments on the 
draft master plan and the draft environmental assessment. 

The Corps encourages public input at the open houses or written comments during the 
public comment period. The comment period closes Sept. 11. Comments may be mailed 
to: Army Corps of Engineers, Little Rock District, ATTN: Dana Coburn, P.O. Box 
867, Little Rock, AR 72203. Comments also may be faxed to (501) 324-5605 or emailed 
to CESWL-BSMasterPlan@usace.army.mil. 

A master plan is the guidance document that describes how the resources of the lake will 
be managed and provides the vision for how the lake should look in the future. The 
master plan also provides the basis for the operational management plan, which guides 
day-to-day management activities of natural resources, and shoreline management plan, 
which guides private uses of public land and water. 

The current Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan was developed more than 30 years ago and is 
outdated. The master plan revision classifies public lands around the lake based on 
environmental and socioeconomic considerations, public input and an evaluation of past, 



present and future trends. Several alternative plans have been developed for 
consideration.

The planning process has included an analysis of potential effects on the natural and 
social environment, including fish and wildlife, recreation opportunities, economics, land 
use, cultural and historical resources, aesthetics, as well as public health and safety. 

The master plan sets the stage for implementation of the shoreline management program 
by establishing land classifications. Shoreline zoning, from a project’s shoreline 
management plan, then fits within the land classifications. 

After the master plan is revised, the operational management plan and shoreline 
management plan will be revised to be consistent with the goals identified in the master 
plan.

More information about the master plan and the revision process is available on the 
Internet at http://go.usa.gov/3fZsG. 



Aug. 3 - Bull Shoals to get new master plan, KSPR, Springfield, Mo. 

http://www.kspr.com/news/local/bull-shoals-to-get-new-master-plan/21051620_34511104 

Bull Shoals to get new master plan 
The Corps of Engineers are holding a series of meetings for public input. 

Lauren Pozen, Reporter, lpozen@kspr.com

Ben Knaup, Chief Photographer, bknaup@kspr.com
POSTED: 04:21 PM CDT Aug 03, 2015 

Bull Shoals master plan

BULL SHOALS, Ark. -

Bull Shoals lake is finally getting a revision to its master plan after nearly 30 years and you can have 
a part in it.  

There will be a series of meetings held by the Corp of Engineers this week. The plan focuses in on 
the lake will be managed and its plan for the future.  

Phil Friese with Big Phil's, says growth along the lake is something he wants to see desperately.  

"Up In the Springfield, Branson area, it is much more tourist friendly, meaning they can build all the 
way down to the waterfront, which makes it more friendly," he says.  

Friese knows the community.  Not only does he take people out on the lake for trout fishing, he also 
serves on the Board of Alderman.  

"You can buy a house that is surrounded by the Corps of Engineers property, you cant even cut a 
tree down to look at the water. you can't build a trail down to the water. It is very restrictive," he 
says.  

Revisions to lake master plans are not new. The most recent was at Table Rock Lake that wrapped 
up in 2014. Bull Shoals is next on the list.  

Meetings:



Tuesday, Aug. 4th 

4 p.m. - 7 p.m.  
Flippin Middle School Cafeteria   

Wednesday, Aug. 5th 

4 p.m. - 7 p.m.  
Forsyth Public School Cafeteria   

Thursday, Aug. 6th 

4 p.m. - 7 p.m.  
Lutie School  
Theodosia 

Friday, Aug. 7th 

4 p.m. - 7 p.m.  
Arkansas State Shield Center  

 Comment

Becky Green Yow ·
Owner operator at Becky's Daycare 
we dont want it tourist friendly....we go there to get way from that mess in Branson!!! 
Like · Reply · 11 hrs



Aug 3 - Corps to host open houses for Bull Shoals plan revisions – Ozark County Times – 

Ozark, AR 

Corps to host open houses for Bull Shoals plan revisions

http://www.ozarkcountytimes.com/news/article_f9e16e36-3626-11e5-9343-2734c0f59817.html

The Army Corps of Engineers, Little Rock District, will host an open house from 4 to 7 p.m. 
Thursday, Aug. 6, at the Lutie School on Highway 160 in Theodosia. The focus of the event will 
be to share information about the Bull Shoals Lake Draft Master Plan and Draft Environmental 
Assessment and to collect public comments. 
Ozark County Emergency Management director Wally Reeves urges Ozark Countians to attend 
the open house. Reeves notes that the Corps’ master plan and environmental assessment will 
impact not only those who make their living in lake-related businesses and those who enjoy the 
lake. It’s possible that the revisions may also affect area ranchers and other landowners whose 
property has smaller waterways that drain into Bull Shoals, he said. 

The Theodosia open house is one in a series of meetings the Corps is hosting throughout the 
area. Last year’s Corps of Engineers open house in Theodosia, during the first round of sessions 
focused on the master plan revision, had the highest attendance of any of the informational 
events held throughout the area, the Corps said. 
These additional open houses are planned: 
• Tuesday, Aug. 4, from 4 to 7 p.m. at the Flippin Middle School Cafeteria, 308 North First 
Street, Flippin, Arkansas. 
• Wednesday, Aug. 5, from 4 to 7 p.m. at the Forsyth Public School Cafeteria, 178 Panther Road, 
Forsyth.
• Friday, Aug. 7, from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. at the Arkansas State University Sheid Center, 1600 S. 
College Street, Mountain Home 
• Saturday, Aug. 8, from 9 a.m. to noon at the North Arkansas Community College, 303 N. Main 
St., Harrison. 
An informational video will be shown continuously during each open house. Maps of the 
proposed master plan alternatives will be available to review, and staff will be available to 
answer questions about the draft plan. 
A draft Environmental Assessment, which evaluates the potential impacts of each alternative, 
will also available for review. The Corps is requesting comments on the draft master plan and the 
draft Environmental Assessment, either during the open house or in written comments during the 
public comment period, which closes Sept. 11. Comments may be mailed to Army Corps of 
Engineers, Little Rock District, Attention: Dana Coburn, P.O. Box 867, Little Rock, AR 72203. 
Comments may also be faxed to 501-324-5605 or emailed to CESWL-
BSMasterPlan@usace.army.mil.
The Corps describes the master plan as “the guidance document that describes how the resources 
of the lake will be managed and provides the vision for how the lake should look in the future. 



The master plan also provides the basis for the operational management plan, which guides day-
to-day management activities of natural resources, and shoreline management plan, which guides 
private uses of public land and water.” 
A recent Corps news release added this statement: “The current Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan 
was developed more than 30 years ago and is outdated. The master plan revision classifies public 
lands around the lake based on environmental and socioeconomic considerations, public input 
and an evaluation of past, present, and future trends. Several alternative plans have been 
developed for consideration. 
“The planning process has included an analysis of potential effects on the natural and social 
environment, including fish and wildlife, recreation opportunities, economics, land use, cultural 
and historical resources, aesthetics, as well as public health and safety. 
“The master plan sets the stage for implementation of the shoreline management program by 
establishing land classifications.  Shoreline zoning, from a project’s shoreline management plan, 
then fits within the land classifications. 
“After the master plan is revised, the operational management plan and shoreline management 
plan will be revised to be consistent with the goals identified in the master plan.” 
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Aug. 6 -  ACOE Seeking Public Input on Master Plan for Bull Shoals Lake, KOLR-10, 
Springfield, Mo. 
http://www.ozarksfirst.com/news/acoe seeking public input on master plan for bull shoals lake_

ACOE Seeking Public Input on Master Plan for Bull Shoals Lake 

A Series of Open Houses Held Across the Ozarks This Week
By Grant Sloan | gsloan@kolr10.com 
Published 08/06 2015 04:29AM 
Updated 08/06 2015 04:29AM 
08/05/2015 

FORSYTH, Mo. -  The Army Corps of Engineers is hosting a series of open houses this week aimed at updating its 
30 year old Master Plan for Bull Shoals Lake. 

Wednesday night, members of the Corps were in Forsyth getting feedback from residents about the suggested 
zoning classifications for the some 820 miles of shoreline.  

"We're definitely seeing the majority of folks come in and say, ‘leave it alone, we like it pristine,’” says Army Corps of 
Engineers spokesperson, Jay Townsend. 

Townsend says “keeping it the same” will require changes to the vision the Army Corps of Engineers had for Bull 
Shoals back in 1975. 

"In 1975 [The Army Corps of Engineers] envisioned a much larger recreation base showing up to the lake every 
year,” he says, “and at some point that kind of plateaued." 

Townsend says recreational use of land around the lake has shifted away from tents and RVs in the last 30 years. 

"People are just bringing their boats to the lake and going back to the hotel,” he says. 

The Corps' “preferred” plan, one of four put before residents, would reduce the amount of land currently classified for 
development. 

For example, “low density” areas would be reduced from 57-percent to 13-percent, while “environmentally sensitive” 
areas would increase from 21-percent to 52-percent. 

 "They’re trying to focus more on the environmental impact of the lake,” says K Dock Marina owner, Steve Hanson, 
“which is really a great concern of ours and a good focus," 

"What they're doing with their plan is utilizing what they have with a 42-foot flood plain," he says. 

"I'm afraid this is one of our last good lakes in Missouri,” says Jack Sparks, who owns land near Cedar Creek, “and 
I’d hate to see it developed too much." 

Sparks says while he would prefer to see even less room for development than the “preferred” plan, he understands 
it’s a balancing act. 



"It needs to be where everyone can enjoy it," he says. 

"We're not even using the 13-percent that preferred plan provides,” Townsend says, “but that still does allow for a 
good amount of development.” 

Townsend says docks and access points, currently located in areas that could be reclassified as “environmentally 
friendly,” would be grandfathered in. 

However, Townsend says the current plan is just a draft, which is why the public needs to make its voice heard 
before the September 11 deadline. 

The Army Corps of Engineers will continue to host open houses throughout the week: 

Thursday, Aug 6: at the Lutie School (5802 U.S. Highway 160)  in Theodosia, Missouri from 4-7pm. 

Friday, Aug 7:  at the ASU Vada Sheid Center in Mountain Home, AR from 4-7pm. 

Saturday, Aug 8: North Arkansas College in Harrison from 9am-noon. 

For more information about the Army Corps of Engineers Master Plan for Bull Shoals go to http://go.usa.gov/3fZsG. 
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Aug 18 - Corps holds more open houses to ask, ‘Did we get it right’ – Ozark County Times – 

Ozark, MO 

Corps holds more open houses to ask, ‘Did we get it right?’

http://www.ozarkcountytimes.com/news/article_77450112-41d5-11e5-bdec-876bdfd22c7f.html

The Army Corps of Engineers came to Ozark County Thursday to present its draft of the 
proposed new master plan for Bull Shoals Lake, and 184 people showed up to see what the 
Corps has in mind. 
Several displays were arranged around the gym at Lutie School in Theodosia, where the open 
house event was held from 4 to 7 p.m. Corps of Engineers representatives stood by each display, 
ready to discuss the issues, answer questions or listen to complaints. 
The Corps is revising the current master plan that’s been in effect since 1975. At that time, the 
Corps anticipated that as many as 20 million people a year might eventually visit the lake. 
Instead, Bull Shoals has about 2.3 million visitors a year, said Corps spokesperson Laurie Driver. 
The revised master plan is intended to establish criteria that more effectively represent and 
manage how the lake and its 821 miles of shoreline and adjacent land are being used now and 
can be used in the future. 
The revision process began last year when the Corps held open house events throughout the lake 
area to gather input. Since then, the Corps has put together four alternative master plans, which 
were presented at a second round of open house events throughout the area this month. 
“Alternative 2,” which promotes “moderate conservation,” is the Corps’ preferred plan. 
Limited changes 
“Last year when we did the scoping events, we heard,  ‘We don’t want to see a lot of change,’” 
said master plan revision project manager Dana Coburn. “That’s what we tried to capture best 
with alternative 2.” 
The master plan alternatives cover five land classifications: 
• Project operation – land used solely for the operation of the lake, including office sites and 
maintenance facilities. 
• High-density recreation – land to be used for high-use recreation such as day-use parks, 
campgrounds or commercial businesses such as fuel service or boat rental operations. 
• Low-density recreation – land with little development that could support passive public use 
such as primitive camping, fishing, hunting, trails, wildlife viewing and shoreline permits. In the 
Corps’ shoreline management plan, which will be reviewed beginning next year, this land could 
also be disignated for boat docks, resort docks and similar uses. 
• Environmentally sensitive  – This land has scientific, ecological, cultural or esthetic features 
that must not be negatively impacted, so agriculture, mowing and grazing are not allowed. 
• Wildlife management – management programs to improve forests, range and wildlife are 
allowed in this classification. 
The Corps’ preferred “alternative 2” master plan reduces the amount of land in the high-density 
recreational classification from the current 15 percent to 7 percent. Low-density recreational land 
is reduced from 57 percent to 13 percent. Environmentally sensitive land is increased from 21 



percent to 52 percent. Wildlife management land is increased from 7 percent to 28 percent. 
Project operations land, which comprises less than 1 percent of the land around the lake, is 
increased by about 30 acres. 
To see comparisons of the changes that would occur in all four master plan alternatives and to 
send comments to the Corps, visit http://go.usa.gov/3fZez.
The Corps’ challenge is to try to fulfill as many of the wishes and needs of private property 
owners whose land borders the Corps’ land – while also satisfying the wishes and needs of lake-
goers who simply come to the lake to enjoy it. 
Property owners have complained that the Corps has caused them repeated frustrations and 
expense as the landowners have fought to preserve access (or sometimes their view) from their 
homes across Corps-owned land to get to the lake itself. Others have complained that they’ve 
been unable to get permits to build docks or modify existing docks.   
But those in the other camp, the ones who enjoy recreation activities on the lake and don’t own 
property adjacent to it, have told the Corps overwhelmingly that they want Bull Shoals to remain 
natural and scenic. “These visitors who bring tourism to the area tell us, ‘We don’t want to see 
that many paths and docks and other things like that,’” said Corps spokesperson Laurie Driver. 
“It’s a balancing act,” said project manager Dana Coburn. “We’re trying to find that balance 
between public and private use. We’ve been charged with managing these reservoirs, and we 
have to find a way to balance public elements such as marinas, boat launch areas and day-use 
areas, with private-use elements such as boat docks and mowing permits.” 
This round of open-house events was intended to show those attending that the Corps listened to 
the more than 400 comments it got during last year’s events. “And now we’ve come back to ask, 
‘Did we get it right?’” Coburn said. “For the most part, we’re hearing people say, ‘Yes, you 
heard us. You listened to us, and you heard us.’ 
While this round of open houses has ended, the comment period continues through Sept. 11. To 
comment, visit the website mentioned above or call the Corps’ Mountain Home, Arkansas, office 
at 501-324-5551. 
While some landowners had worried looks as they examined maps showing increased areas 
classified as environmentally sensitive or for wildlife management, other Ozark Countians found 
some things to be happy about – or at least hopeful about – in the Corps’ preferred master plan. 
One is that the Spring Creek park near Isabella, which the Corps closed a few years ago due to 
budget cuts, is still classified as high-density recreation. Coburn said that would mean that 
someday, should funds become available and circumstances change, it might reopen as a 
campground or day-use site again. Meanwhile, the boat launch there will continue to remain 
open. No changes or closures are planned for parks at Theodosia and Pontiac. 
Other positive factors in the Corps’ preferred plan include proposed new boat launches at 
Noland’s Point near Ocie and at the area known as the Cowpens, west of Pontiac. 



Aug 28 - Corps Issues Reminder for Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Comment Period – The 
Fishing Wire 

Corps Issues Reminder for Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Comment Period

http://www.thefishingwire.com/story/355309

MOUNTAIN HOME, Ark. -- The Army Corps of Engineers is reminding anyone interested in 
the Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan Revision, Draft Environmental Assessment and future 
management of the lake to submit their comments by Sept. 11. 

Information about the master plan, the revision process and an electronic comment form is 
available on the Internet at http://go.usa.gov/3fZsG.

Comments can be mailed to: Army Corps of Engineers, Little Rock District, ATTN: Dana 
Coburn, P.O. Box 867, Little Rock, Ark., 72203. Comments may also be faxed to 501-324-5605 
or emailed to CESWL-BSMasterPlan@usace.army.mil.

A master plan is the guidance document that describes how the resources of the lake will be 
managed and provides the vision for how the lake should look in the future. The master plan also 
provides the basis for the operational management plan, which guides day-to-day management 
activities of natural resources, and shoreline management plan, which guides private uses of 
public land and water. 

The current Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan was developed more than 30 years ago and is 
outdated. The master plan revision classifies public lands around the lake based on 
environmental and socioeconomic considerations, public input, and an evaluation of past, 
present, and future trends. Several alternative plans have been developed for consideration. 



Sept 8 - Sept. 11 is deadline for Bull Shoals plan comments – Ozark County Times – Ozark, MO 

Sept. 11 is deadline for Bull Shoals plan comments 

http://www.ozarkcountytimes.com/news/article_5e18cb5e-5253-11e5-8919-7395fa376957.html

The Army Corps of Engineers reminds those interested in the Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan 
Revision, Draft Environmental Assess-ment and future management of the lake to submit their 
comments by Sept. 11. 
Information about the master plan, the revision process and an electronic comment form are 
available on the Internet at http://go.usa.gov/3fZsG.
Comments may be mailed to Army Corps of Engineers, Little Rock District, ATTN: Dana 
Coburn, P.O. Box 867, Little Rock, Ark., 72203. Comments may also be faxed to 501-324-5605 
or emailed to CESWL-BSMasterPlan@usace.army.mil.
The master plan is the guidance document that describes how the resources of the lake will be 
managed and provides the vision for how the lake should look in the future. The master plan also 
provides the basis for the operational management plan, which guides day-to-day management 
activities of natural resources, and shoreline management plan, which guides private uses of 
public land and water. 
The current Bull Shoals Lake Master Plan was developed more than 30 years ago and is 
outdated. The master plan revision classifies public lands around the lake based on 
environmental and socioeconomic considerations, public input and an evaluation of past, present 
and future trends. Several alternative plans have been developed and are available for viewing on 
the website. 


